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Abstract
Access to electricity is a key factor behind development and expansion of modern so-
cieties, and electric power systems are the backbone infrastructure for economic growth
of nations and communities. However, more than a billion people all over the world have
no or limited access to electricity and are deprived of basic services. Furthermore, there
are many communities that rely on small-scale isolated microgrids to supply their electric
power demands, and many challenges exist in keeping those microgrids operating. The
cost of operating isolated microgrids is a major issue which impacts the availability of a
proper power network in remote communities. Hence, many organizations, communities
and governments around the world are looking into alternative options for electrification of
remote communities by considering Renewable Energy (RE) resources, such as wind and
solar power, and utilization of Energy Storage Systems (ESS).
This thesis investigates the feasibility of RE deployment in remote communities, by
proposing a generalized optimal planning platform and conducting comprehensive simula-
tion studies based on real measured data, and evaluates the impact of economic, technical
and operation constraints on the planning of an isolated microgrid involving conventional
generation, RE resources and ESS. This work suggests that further investigation should
be made on the potential impacts of the integration of RE resource on systems operation
constraints, such as frequency and voltage regulation, and the results justify the impor-
tance of such investigations. Detailed studies on the impact of operation constraints on
the planning and sizing of the microgrid are performed. The impact of ESS on planning
studies and its potential role in system operation are analyzed. Furthermore, the impact
of RE integration on reduction of diesel generation and thus carbon footprint in remote
communities is evaluated. The inclusion of a demand response management strategy in
microgrid planning problem is considered and its impact on the integration of RE and ESS
in remote communities is analyzed.
The proposed planning platform is applied to the microgrid of Kasabonika Lake First
Nation (KLFN), a northern Ontario remote community. The results indicate that RE
and ESS integration projects are achievable considering alternative incentives and funding
resources. It is also shown that frequency regulation constraints have remarkable impact
on the sizing of the RE units and ESS. A sensitivity analysis is also performed in order to
study the effect of variable parameters on the optimal design of the microgrid at KLFN.
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1.1 Motivation and Relevance
Electricity, as one of the most flexible types of energy, has an important role in develop-
ment of nations and communities; however, all over the world there are vast population
living in communities with no access to electricity or with off-grid microgrids that generate
electricity only using fossil fuel-based generators. According to [1], in north America, an
off-grid/remote community is defined as: ”Any community not currently connected to the
North-American electrical grid nor to the piped natural gas network; and is a permanent
or long-term (5 years or more) settlement with at least 10 dwellings.”
The electric power generation costs in fossil fuel-based power plants are mainly depen-
dent on fuel price, while in remote communities these costs also depend on many factors
including the size of the generators, their operating conditions, their performance and effi-
ciency and fuel transportation cost [1]. As a result, the cost of electricity generation from
fuel-based generators in remote communities can be multiple times (up to ten times) higher
than those on the main grid [1].
Over the past few decades, interest in using locally available Renewable Energy (RE)
resources to reduce fuel consumption for electric power generation and increase the power
generation capacity to supply the demand of the growing population in remote commu-
nities has increased significantly. The reason lies behind the potential economic and en-
vironmental benefits these RE resources can provide to the communities. High cost of
electricity generation and environmental risks associated with fossil fuel, including local oil
spills and greenhouse gas emissions, are among the reasons for expediting the integration
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of renewable energy resources into the isolated microgrids of remote communities. The
communities are also getting more insight into the potential benefits of renewable energy
resources and (in the case of aboriginal people of northern Canada) compatibility of using
these resources with their faith and traditional practices concerning preservation of nature
and making use of locally available resources. Nevertheless, there exist many challenges
and barriers for successful initiation and implementation of RE-based microgrid projects
in remote communities.
Although, large-scale on-grid renewable energy projects have been installed successfully
worldwide and also in Canada [2–4], remote community projects have been facing many
obstacles [5], such as high capital and O&M costs, high technical risks, technology matu-
rity [6], limited understanding of technical feasibility of integration of RE solutions and
inadequate confidence in successful deployment of such systems [7].
In order to overcome some of the barriers and deal with the existing challenges, various
courses of action can be taken. For example, programs that support the allocation of
capital cost grants to help with the project initial investment or production incentives to
encourage the operation and maintenance of the installed RE equipment can help to better
address the economic challenges of the remote community RE integration projects [6].
The technical challenges involve various aspects of successful operation of the isolated
microgrid after incorporation of RE resources, such as scheduling and dispatching the units
under supply and demand uncertainty, reliable operation of the microgrid, development and
implementation of voltage and frequency control techniques and various power quality and
stability issues associated with the integration of distributed generation into the isolated
microgrids [8]. In order to conquer some of these challenges, comprehensive studies must be
conducted to evaluate the impact of integration of RE resources on technical aspects of the
microgrid. These studies can help to better understand and clarify the technical issues of
interconnecting distributed generation resources to the isolated microgrids. Consequently,
solutions can be proposed to overcome these technical challenges and help to increase the
confidence and clear the doubts on technical feasibility of remote community RE projects.
A thorough study on the planning and sizing of a microgrid is the foundation of a suc-
cessful microgrid project, which investigates the feasibility of establishing a microgrid, de-
termines the required numbers and types of resources, provides an overview of operational
conditions of the system and evaluates the project objectives during its lifetime. Microgrid
planning in remote communities requires special considerations regarding existing infras-
tructure, available resources, power system requirements and operation constraints. Thus,
a microgrid planning platform that can determine the optimal unit sizes while considering
some of the existing challenges and involving the community in the RE integration project
is a step towards introducing the cost-effective and environmentally-friendly solutions for
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electric power generation in remote communities. This thesis is motivated by the lack
of a comprehensive planning model that not only determines the optimal unit sizes, but
also includes the operation constraints of the system; i.e., frequency and voltage regulation
constraints.
1.2 Literature Review
Over the past two decades, planning and sizing of small-scale microgrids using renewable
energy resources have received significant attention from researchers, power industry and
governments. The problem of finding the optimal combination of renewable and conven-
tional resources have been the research focus for numerous individuals and organizations
all over the world. The planning activities reported in the literature include selecting the
planning problem objectives, defining the planning problem constraints, and implementing
various problem solving methods.
The main planning objectives considered in the literature are minimizing the cost, min-
imizing the environmental impact and meeting certain reliability requirements. Depending
on the application, each one of those objectives would be assigned a higher priority or a
weighted combination of two or all of them would be considered.
Many researchers have used a list of available components and devices, examined the
main objective for each of the existing combinations and selected the combination with the
best outcome in terms of the desired objective. Another group of researchers have used
mathematical optimization programming methods to formulate the planning problem as
a linear, non-linear or mixed-integer problem and used different techniques to solve the
problem. There has been a great interest in using heuristic algorithms such as Genetic
Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm (PS) and Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) for solving the
aforementioned problem. Commercially available software packages such as HOMER, HY-
BRID2, HOGA and RETScreen, have also been helping researchers develop their planning
problem or find a baseline to compare their results with. Furthermore, in some research
endeavors, the intermittency issue of renewable resources such as wind and solar and the
unpredictable nature of load demand and fuel prices have been considered as a source of
uncertainty for developing stochastic or robust optimization problems.
The following literature review highlights some of the research in planning and sizing
of isolated microgrids and discusses the methodologies used as well as their major short-
comings.
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Microgrid Planning Considering Economic Objective
The economic perspective has been the main priority in most of the existing research with
the goal of minimizing the cost of the system. The authors in [9–20] have considered the
cost minimization as their main planning and system evaluation objective while considering
different types of constraints, resources and different problem solving methods.
A small stand-alone microgrid including photovoltaic modules, wind turbines and bat-
tery energy storage system, supplying a residential household is studied in [9]. The number
and type of photovoltaic (PV) modules, wind generators, installation height of the wind
turbines, PV modules tilt angle and the battery type and nominal capacity are design
variables in order to minimize the capital and maintenance cost of the system in a twenty
year lifetime period. Genetic Algorithm is used to select the design parameters from a
list of commercially available devices by evaluating different combinations that meet the
energy balance constraint of the system and selecting the one with the lowest cost. The
system operation is simulated for one year with one-hour time resolution and the O&M
cost for 20 years are estimated based on the result of the one-year study. The studied
model considers a simple case and has limited applications as it only evaluates a number
of different component combinations. The operation of such system in real-time can face
various difficulties due to lack of back-up generation in case the operation of RE or storage
units is interrupted.
In [10], the authors investigate the application of Genetic Algorithm in optimization
of a hybrid stand-alone system including solar photovoltaic modules, pico-hydro system,
wind turbine, diesel generator and batteries. The main goal is to maximize the use of
renewable resources and limit the use of diesel generator, while minimizing the net present
value of the cost which consists of the capital cost, O&M cost, replacement cost and fuel
cost. The optimal operation of system is defined as operating in cycle charging or load
following modes. Sensitivity analysis is performed to evaluate the changes in systems design
parameters due to considering different price ranges for the components. The mathematical
models used in this study are similar to those used by HOMER, and HOMER is used as a
baseline to compare the results. Daily load demand is assumed constant during a year, the
considered model is basic and fails to cover meteorological data and load demand variations
all year long.
The authors in [11–13] have developed a solar-wind-battery system to supply a telecom-
munication relay station by ensuring minimum equivalent annual cost of the system, while
making sure that the specified Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP) constraint is
satisfied. The decision variables defined in a Genetic Algorithm optimization are the PV
module number and tilt angle, wind turbine number and installation height, and battery
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capacity. The application is limited to a constant load for a small telecommunication relay
station and specific type of equipment.
Performance of two meta-heuristic methods, Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search, in
designing a stand-alone wind-PV-diesel-bio diesel-fuel cell-battery is investigated in [14].
Different types of constraints are considered in this study such as initial cost constraints,
unmet load constraints, capacity shortage constraints, fuel consumption constraints, min-
imum renewable fraction constraint and component size constraints, with load following
and cycle charging selected as the operating strategies. Different alternative scenarios are
analyzed to study the performance of the designed system in the presence of uncertain
variables such as wind speed, load demand and fuel prices. However, the role and opera-
tion scheme of bio-diesel and fuel-cell and their difference with diesel generator and battery
are not discussed properly.
In [15], a diesel generator sizing approach for a stand-alone wind-diesel system is de-
veloped and analyzed. The study is done on an existing microgrid in Ramea Island in
Newfoundland, Canada, with a peak demand of 1.2 MW. At the time of the study, there
were three parallel equal-capacity diesel generators (925 kW each) and six 65 kW wind
turbines operating in the island. The goal of the study is to analyze and evaluate the feasi-
bility of installing smaller engines to reduce possibility of partial loading of the generators
during light-load conditions in order to maximize total wind contribution of the system and
also minimize the number of diesel on/off cycling. The daily and monthly performances
of the network under different wind and load profiles are investigated by incorporating an
energy flow and dynamic power flow model. The methodology has limited application as it
is focused on one system with fixed RE resources and does not offer a general methodology.
Furthermore, the impact of fluctuating and rapid ramping of wind power on the operation
of the diesel generators is neglected.
In [16], a forward-looking dispatch of a microgrid for planning of energy storage and
optimal sizing of components is addressed. The study presents a novel approach for solving
the optimal design problem and the dispatch strategy using a moving time horizon to couple
the operation of the microgrid before and after each window of time. The interaction of
Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs) is included by considering time variant connection of
components. A hub-based microgrid model is implemented in MATLAB by separating the
microgrid into a network of power conversion and storage hubs, where the hubs contain
energy storage and conversion devices. The optimal dispatch problem which is formulated
as a series of optimization problems solved over a moving-time window is nested within the
optimal design problem. The optimal design problem sends a set of design variables to the
optimal dispatch problem and the optimal dispatch problem is solved over a 24-hour time
horizon and steps forward one hour until the end of the desired time period. The vector of
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optimal dispatch solution for the first time step of each time horizon is saved in a matrix and
returned to the optimal design problem; the total fuel use and the feasibility information
of the optimal dispatch problem are also passed to the design problem. A non-linear
programming algorithm, known as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), is used to
solve the optimal dispatch problem; the optimal design problem is solved using DIRECT
derivative-free algorithm. A case study is implemented to evaluate the proposed approach,
in which a PV-diesel-battery-PEV system is considered to supply a small military forward
operating base in Afghanistan. The daily load power demand is considered as a base load
with an afternoon peak and night time trough; the solar irradiance data is taken from
HOMER. The optimization problem aims to find the optimal sizes of Distributed Energy
Resource (DER) components, dispatch of DER components and number of vehicles at each
time step by minimizing the implementation and operating cost of the microgrid. The
results of the simulation are compared with those of HOMER. The authors concluded that
the fuel use was reduced by 3-30% by using renewables and storage. The major shortcoming
of the proposed method is that it results in a computationally complicated problem, making
it practically impossible to solve for longer periods of time. The optimal dispatch problem
is solved only for 3 days in the middle of each month of the year for four different designs
and the fuel consumption was estimated based on those simulated days. The study does not
consider other types of renewable resources, actual measured data and the uncertainties in
load demand and renewables which are very important in military applications and would
highly impact the reliability of the system.
The authors in [17] used the forward-looking strategy introduced in [16] for coupling
between sizing and operation and regulation capabilities in microgrids. A stand-alone
military base including solar panels and electric vehicles is considered to investigate the
impact of battery DC voltage variations on a decentralized regulation scheme. A framework
is created in which the sizing, dispatch and regulation problems are optimally solved in
a nested manner. The iterative process starts by component sizing with regards to the
optimal dispatch and then the solution of the sizing and dispatch problem defines the
regulation problem. The solution of the regulation problem adds new design constraints to
the optimal component sizing problem. The sizing problem optimizes the sizes of the solar
panels, batteries and generators and uses the forward-looking dispatch strategy to define
the power dispatch of the components over a one-year period. The objective is to minimize
the annual capital and fuel costs. For the regulation problem the system is modeled using
the dynamic equations of the inverter by regulating the terminal voltage through adjusting
the modulation index; to track the AC voltage waveform, a Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
is used. The grid is modeled as a 4-bus network, using the phasor representation of the
power flow equations and the loads are considered constant, as they are assumed to be
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critical loads and need to be supplied continuously. The battery is modeled as a voltage
source with an internal resistance. An instantaneous drop in PV generation is simulated
to investigate its impact on regulation; this sudden drop in PV power is compensated for
by battery which will cause a big voltage drop across its resistance and will decrease the
battery terminal voltage. As a result, even though the battery is capable of providing
the required power, it cannot maintain the terminal voltage within specified limits. The
conclusion is that regulation problems might happen if the battery is not sized according to
the regulatory constraints and the number of battery cells in series and parallel should be
revised to keep the battery internal resistance below certain limit. However, the dynamics
of the battery is overlooked in this study, as the terminal voltage is dependent on the
battery State of Charge (SOC) as well, and different battery types have different Open
Circuit Voltage (OCV)-SOC characteristics. The proposed method considers a very small
network for a specific application and can not be expanded to larger-scale applications such
as remote communities. The methodology only considers a few instances in time which
are assumed to be the worst case, considers a constant load, requires considering a PLL
in formulations and does not discuss the impact of sizing on frequency regulation. It has
a specific application which is the military, with high reliability requirements which makes
the microgrid design very conservative. It also fails to cover some specific issues related
to deployment of RE systems in remote locations such as meteorological data uncertainty
which seems to be very important for the studied applications (i.e., a military base).
The authors in [18] have used a method for coordinated sizing of ESS and diesel gen-
erators in a stand-alone microgrid using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Since diesel
generator and ESS have different response characteristics, a DFT-based dispatch strategy
is used to compensate for the generation demand imbalances at different time scales. In
this scheme, the diesel generators can supply the base demand, while ESS compensates for
the small and frequent power fluctuations. This method can also be used in the planning
of ESS with other types of dispatchable units such as micro-turbines or fuel-cells. In order
to consider the fluctuating nature of the RE resources, which the historic data with low
resolution is not capable of reflecting, the DFT-based method is proposed to share the
power between ESS and diesel generators according to their response characteristics. The
proposed method sizes ESS and diesel generators to balance the capital cost and fuel cost,
and allocates the power between them by analyzing the spectrum of power. According to
the spectrum results, the frequency bands of ESS and diesel generators are determined and
the frequency domain results are transformed to time domain signals using the Inverse Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (IDFT) and the assigned powers of diesel generators and ESS are
acquired. Since diesel generators have a relatively low response speed, the low-frequency
band of the power fluctuation is supplied by diesel generators and the high-frequency com-
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ponent is provided by ESS which has a fast response. The proposed method is used to
design ESS and diesel generator capacities in a small stand-alone wind-PV-diesel-storage
system to supply the load demand of a small island in East-China Sea using the wind power
data and load profile with 1-min time resolution. The proposed method is compared with
a GA-based optimization technique implementing load following strategy, showing that the
proposed method results in a higher ESS capacity and a lower diesel generator capacity.
This method can be very useful in evaluating the impact of renewables in frequency reg-
ulation of the microgrid which is not covered in this study. Furthermore, this study only
considers the sizing of diesel generator and ESS; however, expansion of this work to include
the sizing of various RE resources can add more value to the methodology.
A long-term renewable generation planning model considering the characteristics of
diesel-based remote communities in Canada is presented in [19]. The author implemented
a multiple year community planning tool to consider feasible RE solutions in remote com-
munities of Canada using the current operating structure, electricity pricing system, sub-
sidy framework and project funding alternatives. A stand-alone PV-wind-diesel system is
designed for supplying the load demand of a remote community in northern Ontario. It is
argued that battery energy storage in not a viable option to implement in the studied com-
munity due to several challenges such as thermal management, capital cost and O&M costs.
In the proposed model, four different stages are recognized: (i) including the input data
stage, to gather all the required information such as historical data for natural resources,
energy related information and RE equipment specifications; (ii) the forecast stage, to cre-
ate time series of estimated electric load and RE resources; (iii) the pre-processing stage,
to consider the dispatch strategy, pre-set configuration details and overall costs; and (iv)
the solution stage, to solve a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem in
MATLAB using the Genetic Algorithm, to maximize the RE planning social welfare for the
community. The community’s social welfare is defined as the direct income and/or savings
from deploying RE equipment minus direct community economic losses as a consequence
of RE deployment and the associated project costs through the project planning horizon,
such as initial capital cost, loan repayments and O&M costs. Several scenarios are studied
and the economic feasibility of each scenario is evaluated by the combined result of Net
Present Value (NPV) and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Different scenarios consider
different schemes, such as funding the project by a single stakeholder, incorporating a loan
alternative to finance the project, or using government funding, different discount rates,
different annual growth rates and fuel cost growth rates, and increase or decrease in the
annual average wind speed and solar irradiation levels. The author concludes that with
the proposed model, deploying and operating wind and solar resources could be feasible by
obtaining realistic plans, while introducing economic benefits to the community and to the
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government agencies that support such projects. Although the work reported in [19] has
valuable contributions, it could be improved by taking into account the integration of ESS
and also system operation constraints such as voltage and frequency regulation constraints,
as voltage and frequency regulation of the isolated microgrid can be impacted by integration
of RE resources.
A Particle Swarm algorithm is used in [20] to get the optimal configuration of RE and
battery units as well as controllable loads in an isolated microgrid. The objective is to
maximize the annual profit of the network through maximizing the use of RE resources.
The planning model is sub-divided into demand expansion, capacity optimization and
operation optimization levels. The maximum possible load demand that can be supplied
by the microgrid is determined in the demand expansion level. The optimal capacity of
the generation and storage units, as well as the configuration of the controllable loads,
are determined in the capacity optimization level. In the operation optimization level, the
operation of the microgrid is modeled and solved. A case study on an isolated microgrid in
Weizhou Island in Guangxi province, China, is performed to examine the three-level model
and also to demonstrate the impact of controllable loads on the objective function. The
operation of such isolated microgrid in the absence of a back-up generation such as diesel
generator units can face several challenges including service interruption and poor power
quality. Considering these challenges in the planning of the isolated microgrids can help to
expand the scope of the work to more realistic cases.
Microgrid Planning Considering Multiple Objectives
A chance-constrained programming model is presented in [21]. A stand-alone microgrid
system with diesel-wind-PV-battery is considered for simultaneously minimizing the total
Net Present Cost (NPC) and carbon emission during the systems lifetime. NSGA-II, a
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm is adopted to solve the problem by considering a
constraint which allows the program to meet LOC (Loss of Capacity, which indicates the
ratio of capacity shortage to the load demand) with a certain confidence level. In this study,
the probability of having LOC smaller or equal to 0.01 is assumed to be larger than 80%.
Since the two objectives, i.e., cost minimization and emission reduction, are in conflict
with each other, the authors presented the pareto front of the optimal planning problem
and compared the pareto fronts for cases with and without chance-constrained problems.
The solution of the optimal planning model indicates higher RE generation levels compared
to diesel generators. The operation of such system in its lifetime could undergo difficulties
with regards to regulation of frequency and voltage and should be addressed during planning
process.
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The authors in [22] developed an optimal sizing and operating strategy for a stand-alone
microgrid in Dongfushan Island, China, including wind, PV, diesel and battery storage
units. Genetic Algorithm is used to minimize the system life-cycle cost, maximize the RE
penetration and minimize the pollutant emissions. The mentioned microgrid is equipped
with a real-time control strategy for the management of the resources in the system. The
operation modes of the system are mainly determined according to different levels of battery
SOC. The multi-objective optimization is formulated as a single-objective optimization by
using a weighted sum of single objectives. The authors conclude that the proposed method
improves the RE generation utilization and the operation life of batteries by maximizing
RE production. The method does not consider the impact of RE deployment in remote
microgrids such as the impact on frequency of the microgrid.
The authors in [23] have studied a stand-alone PV-wind-diesel system which supplies
two different types of load profiles, a farm load (40.9 kWh in 1 day) and a heavy load
(120kWh in 1 day). The objective is to minimize the total cost (capital, maintenance
and fuel cost) of the system during planning horizon and the pollutant emission. Genetic
Algorithm is used to solve the multi-objective design problem. For the operation of the
system, load following and cycle charging strategies are considered. It is evident that the
capital cost of the system will be lower when more diesel generation is considered, while the
greenhouse gas emissions would be higher; so, in order to solve the problem, a set of RE
configurations are introduced and the solution can be selected depending on the trade-off
between the objective functions. This study is further expanded in [24] and [25] to include
unmet load as an objective and to add battery and hydrogen-fuel-cell units, respectively.
The study considers constant daily load profiles, does not provide a clear solution to the
multi-objective design problem and is limited to a specific system.
A multi-objective optimization model is used in [26] to minimize the system cost, min-
imize the loss of power supply probability and maximize the utilization of RE resources.
The NSGA-II algorithm is applied for solving the optimization problem. A wind-PV-
battery-diesel combination is considered to provide the demand of an islanded microgrid
on Dong’ao Island in China. The operation of the generation units is controlled based
on a dynamic strategy which determines whether the battery or the diesel generator is
responsible to track the load fluctuations when the rest of the units only inject power
to the microgrid. These decisions are made by a strategy comparing the available power
and SOC of the battery with the total load demand and the SOC limits. The solution
of the planning model is a set of pareto optimal solutions, that need to be evaluated to
select the best combination of the generation units. The selection criteria between multiple
pareto optimal solutions is not discussed properly and the paper fails to address whether
the selected unit for following the fluctuations is capable of providing the required amount
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of power and the required ramping rate.
Microgrid Planning Under Uncertainty
A probabilistic approach is presented in [27] to evaluate the performance of a PV-wind
microgrid for both grid-connected and stand-alone applications. The long-term meteoro-
logical data of wind speed and solar irradiation level is used to characterize the probability
distribution of wind speed and daily clearness index. Daily clearness index is defined as
the ratio of a particular days total solar irradiation, in kWh/m2, to the extraterrestrial
total solar irradiation for that day, both referred to a horizontal surface. The wind speed
and daily clearness index Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) are convolved to get
the probability density function of the combination of the RE resources that will be used
for a reliability assessment of the system. The evaluated reliability indices include Energy
Index of Reliability (EIR) directly related to Energy Expected Not Supplied (EENS). The
major drawback of this method is that the probability distribution function does not contain
the time series information (i.e., time series characteristics and seasonal or diurnal pat-
terns). Furthermore, the operation constraints of the system are limited to the probabilistic
demand-supply balance.
A method for optimal design and planning of a microgrid considering uncertainties is
presented in [28]. The expected cost of meeting energy demand is minimized in a recur-
sive deterministic approach. The deterministic optimization problem which is introduced
in [29] is solved using a Monte Carlo analysis to calculate the microgrid performance met-
ric; each deterministic optimization is run based on a random draw from a PDF of the
input stochastic variables, i.e., energy price and output of wind turbines. After the distri-
bution of the performance metric is known, its expected value is calculated. The recurring
deterministic optimization is then repeated for each combination of generators from a de-
fined solution space. The result is determination of a set of probability density functions
for each combination of generators. The proposed method is examined on a CHP-boiler-
wind-PV-storage-thermal storage system considering both stand-alone and grid-connected
modes, adopting a Genetic Algorithm, evaluating metrics such as expected loss or other
common risk related metrics. The study is evaluated using the demand profiles consisting
of 12 days of hourly data which limits its scope; also, the study neglects to consider the
time series characteristics of the uncertain data such as seasonal or diurnal patterns.
The authors in [30] considered several type of physical and financial uncertainties in a
microgrid. The studied microgrid, which consists of wind, PV and storage units to provide
a group of electricity consumers with a peak annual load demand of 8.5 MW, operates
in both grid-connected and stand-alone modes and net-metering is considered for power
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exchange between the main grid and the microgrid. A robust optimization approach is
developed to include forecast errors in load, renewable generation and market prices in
the optimization problem, as well as the microgrid islanding which is also treated as a
source of uncertainty. The planning problem is decomposed into an investment master
problem and an operation sub-problem. The master problem handles the optimal system
sizing variables, while the operation sub-problem determines the optimal operation of the
microgrid as well as the energy transfer with the main grid. The worst case optimal
operation under uncertain conditions is examined based on the optimal sizes determined
in the master problem, and optimality cuts are generated and sent to the master problem
to govern the subsequent iterations. The solution convergence is examined based on the
proximity of a lower bound solution (solution of the master problem) and an upper bound
solution (calculated in the operation sub-problem). The iterative process is continued until
the convergence criterion is met. The investment master problem is solved annually, while
the operation sub-problem is solved hourly for the planning horizon. Data uncertainty is
considered by assuming a bound of uncertainty. Each uncertain parameter is expanded in a
range around its nominal value obtained from forecasts. The robust optimization problem
finds the worst case solution as the uncertain parameters vary in their uncertainty range.
The study suggests that in optimal sizing of a microgrid the operation cost plays a more
important role than the investment cost. It also shows that the planning solution is more
sensitive to market price forecast errors than to other errors. The study reported in [30]
addresses important subjects, but it could benefit from a detailed study on the impact of the
renewable resource integration on the operation constraints of the system, such as frequency
and voltage regulation limits, in the stand-alone mode.
A two-stage stochastic model is presented in [31] to minimize the investment and oper-
ation costs, and to minimize the investment risks because of resource uncertainty. The first
stage of the model determines the sizing of wind-PV-battery-diesel system while the second
stage determines the dispatch of generation between diesel generators and batteries. The
uncertainty in load demand and wind and solar power are modeled through considering
multiple scenarios of uncertain variables. The optimization problem is solved using AMPL
programming environment. Including multiple scenarios significantly increases the size of
the problem which makes it difficult to expand the problem to consider the impact of various




Based on the past work in the area, comprehensive and inclusive microgrid planning is the
best approach to address the barriers to integration of RE resources in remote communi-
ties. Although the microgrid optimal planning and operation has been extensively studied
in the literature, which could make a strong baseline for the future work, the previous
work on microgrid planning often overlook some important factors in the planning process,
such as the impact of RE integration on frequency and voltage regulation of the micro-
grid. Therefore, this thesis proposes a novel multiple-stage planning platform for isolated
microgrids considering the operation constraints. The main objectives of this thesis are as
follows:
• To develop a multiple-year planning platform that includes the detailed model of iso-
lated RE-based microgrids and considers the operation of the system including system
regulation restrictions, such as frequency and voltage regulation requirements. The
proposed planning platform can be used to investigate the feasibility of incorpora-
tion of RE and ESS in microgrids of remote communities, while taking into account
the details of the operation of the system and its frequency and voltage regulation
constraints;
• To investigate the impact of renewable energy integration on the quality of the gener-
ated power, through conducting simulations and studies on the voltage and frequency
profile of the system after addition of RE and ESS unit;
• To evaluate the impact of demand response management on the optimal combination
of RE, ESS and diesel generation units, by introducing the flexible load concept to
the optimization model;
• To investigate the impact of RE integration on carbon footprint reduction in remote
communities and to evaluate the economic requirements for further decreasing the
carbon footprint;
• To determine the impact of changing the planning model parameters on the config-
uration of the system and the planning objective by performing sensitivity analysis.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
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Chapter 2 presents a background review of the topics relevant to the proposed planning
platform. It includes a general overview of different aspects of microgrids, such as control
and regulation. An introduction to Canadian remote communities and the electricity gen-
eration in remote communities is presented. Furthermore, an overall view of the microgrid
planning model and various optimization techniques are discussed.
The proposed optimal planning platform and its multiple stages are described in Chap-
ter 3. A case study is conducted on Kasabonika Lake First Nation (KLFN) community
microgrid to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed methodology.
Chapter 4 discusses the general methodology for selection of ESS for integration in
remote communities. Several ESS technologies are described and compared to identify the
most suitable one for incorporation in remote communities. The possibility of integration
of a hybrid ESS is also discussed and investigated.
The impact of demand response management on optimal configuration of RE and ESS
units is investigated in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the impact of RE and ESS integration
on carbon footprint reduction in remote communities is evaluated. A sensitivity analysis
is performed to analyze the impact of variations in model parameters on the optimal unit
sizes and the economic outcomes.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of the thesis, highlighting its contributions and




This Chapter discusses different topics relevant to the proposed research on optimal plan-
ning of an isolated RE-based microgrid considering system operation constraints. First, a
general overview of different microgrid components, including DERs and loads, and their
control and operation is presented, followed by a discussion on Canadian remote commu-
nity microgrids. Then, planning of RE-based remote community microgrids is addressed.
The Chapter ends with description of optimization methodology and algorithms.
2.1 Microgrids
A microgrid is defined as a cluster of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and loads,
with the capability to operate in connection with the grid or in stand-alone mode [32].
Among the main drivers of emerging microgrid solutions are growing population, which
leads to growing energy demand, increasing stress on the main power grid, government
incentives to promote DER deployment and the need for reliable and secure power gen-
eration resources [32]. The purpose of these systems is to provide reliable and affordable
energy to the customers, reduce the stress on the conventional power systems, and alle-
viate the adverse environmental effects of conventional power generation facilities. The
public will also benefit from access to more reliable and higher quality electricity service;
Therefore, the on-site generation of electricity will mitigate the risks and losses associated
with the centralized power generation systems [32]. However, the microgrids have unique
challenges and issues different from those found in traditional power systems, and their
success and development depend on how well they are planned and operated [33]. Hence,
a robust microgrid planning strategy needs to take several important factors into account.
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These include the availability of energy resources in the targeted location, a wide range of
available technologies, the costs and investments required for the integration of DERs, op-
eration, control and management strategies, and the uncertain nature of renewable energy
resources and loads.
2.1.1 Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
Distributed energy resources refer to the electric power generation units connected to
medium or low voltage distribution systems. They include generation and storage units
such as wind turbines, photovoltaic cells, diesel generators, batteries, fuel cells, and fly-
wheels [34]. Widespread use of DER technologies in power systems can provide significant
benefits to the power system by helping to mitigate distribution system capacity con-
straints, providing voltage support, improving system stability, reducing line losses and
line congestion, and deferring expansion of distribution and transmission facilities [35].
Integration of DERs also affect remote communities and isolated microgrids by providing
alternative generation resource options to help improve the quality of power and reli-
ability of their electricity generation systems as well as offering cost effective solutions
to reduce the electricity generation cost. Among DER technologies, wind turbines, so-
lar photovoltaic, diesel generators and energy storage systems have found their way into
the research and practical applications more than other available technologies. Hydro
power is another major technology which has been deployed in numerous areas depend-
ing on the availability of resources. Also, energy storage technologies such as batteries
and electrolyzer-hydrogen storage-fuel cell combination are becoming feasible options for
integration in microgrids [35].
2.1.2 Microgrid Loads and Demand Management
The main purpose of development of microgrids is to serve the customers’ load demands
at the highest quality and/or reliability, preferably at the lowest cost. Availability of
generation resources on the one hand, and the consumption behavior of the customers on
the other hand, impact the success of microgrids in achieving their goals. Different types of
customers including residential, commercial and industrial loads have various consumption
patterns. Although the consumption behavior of the customers can be independent of
availability of the energy resources, it can be shaped and managed in response to the
change of the electricity price over time or receiving incentives, to realize the preferred
demand patterns of the power system operators.
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Customers’ response may include changing electricity usage in certain time periods in
response to pricing arrangements without changing the consumption in other times, such as
temporarily adjusting the settings of the air conditioning or heating systems. Another type
of response includes shifting the consumption to a different time, such as using household
appliances in off-peak periods [36]. One common way to achieve this is to enforce time-
of-use pricing schemes to encourage the customers to shift their electricity usage from
periods where electricity price is high to the intervals with lower electricity price. Such
schemes are under the category of energy management programs, called Demand Response
Management (DRM).
Implementing Demand Response (DR) can improve the utilization of the power gener-
ation resources by modifying the demand patterns. It can also decrease the need for power
network expansion plans by decreasing the peak load demand. The customers can also
gain benefits by participating in DRM programs through receiving incentives and savings
on their bills by lowering their consumption in high-price periods [37].
2.1.3 Microgrid Control
Microgrid’s control system must be able to establish the reliable and economic operation
of the system. The main features of the control system include [38]: controlling the output
voltage and currents of the DER units to ensure they track the desired reference values,
maintaining the microgrids power balance, keeping the voltage and frequency within their
acceptable limits, design and incorporation of Demand Side Management (DSM) mech-
anisms for controlling the loads if applicable, determining appropriate dispatch of DER
units to ensure minimum operation cost and reliable system operation.
In stand-alone mode, the operation and control of the system is much more challenging
than in grid-connected mode and requires careful design of strategies for balancing the
power. In order to ensure that the load is being supplied at all times, mechanisms should
be defined to maintain the power balance within the system by local controllers using local
measurements or by a central controller which defines the set points of the local controllers
via communication. In a microgrid, three levels of control including primary, secondary
and tertiary are implemented through combining the local and central control approaches.
Primary control is the fastest control level which operates based on local measurements.
Islanding detection, output voltage and frequency control and power sharing and balancing
are the actions specific to this level. The output voltage and frequency control and power
sharing in synchronous generators are done by the voltage regulator and governor, under the
influence of inertia of the machine. In Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)-based DERs, control
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loops are designed to simulate the inertia for frequency regulation and power sharing, and
to control the voltage and current [38].
Secondary control level or microgrid Energy Management System (EMS) has the role
of ensuring reliable, secure and economic operation of the microgrid. Optimal Unit Com-
mitment (UC) and restoring the nominal voltage and frequency after the action of primary
control are the main objectives of this control level. The operation speed in this control
level is lower than that in the primary level [38].
Tertiary control, which is the highest control level and is considered part of the main
grid, determines the long term optimal set points and coordinates the operations of multiple
microgrids that are interacting with one another [38].
As shown in Figure 2.1, in the case of isolated microgrids (i.e., permanently intentionally
islanded microgrids), secondary control level is the highest control level and operates in

















Figure 2.1: Primary and secondary control levels of an isolated microgrid [38].
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2.1.4 Frequency and Voltage Regulation in Isolated Microgrids
The main variables participating in the control of operation of a microgrid are voltage,
frequency, active and reactive powers [38]. In the isolated microgrids the voltage and
frequency of the system are not supported by a large grid; instead, they are controlled by
the DER units of the microgrid. Changes in real and reactive powers of the load demand
affect the frequency and voltage magnitudes of the microgrid which must be compensated
for by generation units to make sure that frequency and voltages are regulated.
Frequency and Voltage Control in Synchronous Machines
In a synchronous machine, the Load Frequency Control (LFC) loop and the Automatic
Voltage Regulator (AVR) loop, control the relation between the real power and frequency,
and the reactive power and voltage magnitude, respectively. The goal of the LFC and AVR
is to maintain the frequency and voltage within a specified range. The schematic diagram





















Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of LFC and AVR of a synchronous generator [39].
According to the scheme shown in Figure 2.2, the change in the frequency is sensed,
amplified and sent to the prime mover to request for an increment/decrement in torque.
The prime mover changes the generator output power which results in a change in the
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= ∆Pm −∆Pe (2.1)
• Load model:
∆Pe = ∆PL +D∆ω (2.2)
















In (2.1)-(2.4), ∆Pm and ∆Pe are the deviations in generator mechanical and electrical
powers, δ the rotor angle, ωs the synchronous speed, H the inertia of the rotating mass,
∆PL the frequency-insensitive load change, D∆ω the frequency-sensitive load change, ∆PV
the change in the valve position and τT and τg time constants. ∆Pg is the difference
between the power set point, ∆Pref , and the power
1
R
∆ω, given by the governor speed
characteristics.









Any disturbance in the load active power will result in a change in the frequency
according to the system dynamics, as stated by the above equations. In order to restore





















∆𝑃𝑉(𝑠) ∆𝑃𝑚 (𝑠) -
∆𝑃𝐿(𝑠) 
∆𝜔(𝑠) 
Governor Diesel Engine Rotating mass and load
∆𝑃𝑔(𝑠) 
Figure 2.3: The AGC control block diagram of a synchronous machine [39].
closed-loop controller, changes the set point of the active power to eliminate the frequency
mismatch. The AGC control block of a synchronous machine is shown in Figure 2.3.
The closed-loop transfer function of the control system shown in Figure 2.3 with ∆PL
as input is [39]:
∆ω(s)
∆PL(s)
= − s(1 + τgs)(1 + τT s)





A block diagram can also be derived for Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) control
loop of a synchronous machine as depicted in Figure 2.4. KA, KE, KG and KR are the
gain values and τA, τE, τG and τR are the time constants for amplifier, exciter, generator
and sensor, respectively.
The transfer function of the terminal voltage, Vt(s), to the reference voltage, Vref (s)





(1 + τAs)(1 + τEs)(1 + τGs)(1 + τRs) +KAKEKGKR
(2.8)
Frequency and Voltage Control in Inverters
Inverters are used as an interface to connect the DC output of RE resources such as solar





















V𝑒(s) V𝑅(s) V𝐹(s) V𝑡(s) 
Figure 2.4: A simplified automatic voltage regulator block diagram [39].
able to mimic the behavior of the governor of the synchronous machines by implementing
the relationships between active power and frequency as well as reactive power and voltage
through droop characteristics. The feedback signals of output voltage and current are
transferred to dq frame and the calculation of the power and accordingly voltage and
frequency reference is performed based on the received signals.
Inverters can be controlled to operate in three different schemes: grid-forming, grid-
supporting and grid-feeding [40]. A grid-forming inverter acts as an ideal voltage source
and sets the frequency and voltage of the local grid through a control loop. A grid-
supporting inverter acts as an ideal ac-controlled current/voltage source and regulates
its output current/voltage. A grid-feeding inverter delivers active and reactive power to
contribute in regulation of voltage and frequency.
Figures 2.5-2.7 illustrate the inverter control block diagrams for grid-forming, grid-
feeding and grid-supporting three-phase voltage source inverters, respectively.
Frequency Regulation and Load following
Maintaining the balance of supply and demand is a crucial requirement in a power system.
This operation becomes even more challenging in isolated RE-based microgrids due to
presence of fluctuating and intermittent RE generation.
Frequency regulation and load following are two critical services carried out in power
systems to ensure the balance between demand and supply during normal operation of the
system. Fast fluctuations in load are tracked by (primary frequency control) and the system
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Figure 2.7: Three-phase grid-supporting voltage source inverter control block diagram [40].
resources that are equipped with AGC. Load following (secondary frequency control) is
performed using generation, storage and load resources to track the slow fluctuations in
load and restore the frequency to nominal value. The ramp rate required for providing
primary frequency control as a regulation service is 5-10 times more than that for load
following [41]. Frequency regulation operates based on an automated closed loop control
on local scale; however, load following operates in centralized system scale and can include
human intervention or supervision [42].
The performance of regulation and load following services is greatly impacted by inte-
gration of intermittent and highly fluctuating RE resources, especially in isolated micro-
grids, where due to the characteristics and limited sizes of the DERs the system inertia is
often much lower than that of the main power grid [43].
The contribution of conventional generation resources, such as diesel generators, in
frequency and load following is rather limited by their sizes and ramping capabilities. Thus,
in order to provide reliable regulation and load following services for isolated microgrids
with RE resources, adequate reserve capacities, capable of compensating for fast-ramping
and intermittent RE generation, must be allocated.
Figure 2.8 shows the distribution of the available capacities of the generation and stor-
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age units. In addition to the scheduled power that has to be provided by each unit, there
must be some capacity reserved for contribution in primary and secondary frequency con-
trol tasks, for the units participating in those actions. The allocated reserve for primary
frequency control should be able to act fast and provide the required service within a few
seconds after the disturbance, while the secondary control reserve needs to be activated
















Figure 2.8: Allocation of generation and storage capacities participating in frequency con-
trol [44].
The participation of DERs, including RE, ESS and conventional generation resources,
that allocate frequency reserve capacity in frequency control takes place according to the
schematic shown in Figure 2.9.
In Figure 2.9, ∆PLoad is the frequency-insensitive load change, ∆PRE the renewable out-
put power change, ∆ω the system angular frequency change, H the inertia of the rotating
mass, D the load damping constant, mp,1 to mp,n the frequency droop characteristic slopes
of DERs participating in primary frequency control actions, α1 to αn (where
∑n
i=1 αi = 1)
the participation factors of DERs in secondary control actions, M1(s) to Mn(s) the trans-
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∆𝑃1,𝑠  
∆𝑃2,𝑠  
∆𝑃𝑛 ,𝑠  
Figure 2.9: Frequency control loops with different generation and storage units participat-
ing in frequency control actions [45], [46].
are the scheduled changes in the power set points of the DERs. ∆P1,p to ∆Pn,p are the
changes in the generation right after the primary control takes place. ∆P1,s to ∆Pn,s
are the deviations in the generation after the secondary control operates. The RE units
not participating in frequency control actions are represented as negative loads and their
output power is deducted from total system load.
Right after a change in load and RE generation, which causes a disturbance to the
system, the frequency of the system deviates from the nominal value and the generation
units modify their generation to compensate for the lack or excess of power caused by the
disturbance and to keep the frequency within acceptable range. Thus, the steady-state











Generation of the units changes according to the change in frequency as well. Thus,














The secondary frequency reserves start acting within 1-10 minutes after the disturbance,
to restore the nominal value of frequency. After that, the required power to compensate
the deviation from pre-disturbance state is supplied by the units participating in secondary
frequency control based on their participation factors, αi (i = 1, 2, ..., n). Hence, the powers
generated by different units, deviate from their pre-scheduled values as follows:
∆P1,s = α1 × (∆PLoad −∆PRE) (2.13)
∆P2,s = α2 × (∆PLoad −∆PRE) (2.14)
∆Pn,s = αn × (∆PLoad −∆PRE) (2.15)
The secondary reserve capacity must be enough to provide the modified power for the
period after the secondary control takes place. Hence, the required energy to be provided
by different units also changes from pre-scheduled values:
∆E1 = ∆t×∆P1,s = ∆t× (α1 × (∆PLoad −∆PRE)) (2.16)
∆E2 = ∆t×∆P2,s = ∆t× (α2 × (∆PLoad −∆PRE)) (2.17)
∆En = ∆t×∆Pn,s = ∆t× (αn × (∆PLoad −∆PRE)) (2.18)
In (2.16)-(2.18), ∆t is the time period between the secondary frequency control takes place
until the next disturbance.
Figure 2.10 demonstrates the participation of the generation/storage units in an ar-
bitrary system of two units after a disturbance and the changes in powers according to
(2.13)-(2.18). It can be seen that the primary control reserves are responsible for provid-
ing instantaneous power in short time scales right after the disturbance, while secondary
control reserves should be able to compensate for the mismatch of the load and generation
by providing long-term power to restore the frequency.
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Figure 2.10: Participation of two units in primary and secondary frequency control and
their power and energy contributions.
Voltage Regulation
Maintaining the voltage magnitudes within specified limits, called voltage regulation, is one
of the most critical operation tasks in the distribution networks. Voltage is a local variable
in a power network and its value at each bus of the network depends on the structure of
the system and distribution of the loads, contrary to frequency which is a global quantity.
Hence, to study the status of system voltages, the structure of the network, the locations
of loads and DERs, and values of line impedances must be available.
In order to determine the voltage profile at different network buses, the voltage drop
in each feeder, the current and power flows and the losses in steady-state operation, power
flow study (load flow study) is performed. Power flow analysis provides the status of the
system under given load and generation conditions.
A three-phase power flow model, such as the one presented in [47], can be used to
determine the status of an isolated microgrid comprising of DERs under unbalanced load
conditions. The power flow algorithm presented in [47] considers the inverter-based DG
units operating in droop mode. The frequency of the system is assumed to be a variable
that is determined in the solution of the power flow model.
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The power flow equations used to determine the voltage profile of the system are as
follows:
P a,b,cGi − P
a,b,c
Li (ω,





















∣∣∣Y a(ph)−n)i,j ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣V phj ∣∣∣ sin(θa(ph)i,j + δ(ph)j − δai )− |V ai | ∣∣∣Y a(ph)−n)i,j ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣V phi ∣∣∣ sin(θa(ph)i,j + δ(ph)i − δai )]
(2.22)
Equations (2.19) and (2.20) describe the mismatch equations of bus i in the network,
where P a,b,ci and Q
a,b,c
i represent the calculated injected active and reactive powers, P
a,b,c
Gi




Li the load active
and reactive power demands at three phases (a, b, c) of bus i.
∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣ represents the magni-
tudes of the three-phase voltages at bus i, with the corresponding phase angles represented
by δa,b,ci . ω is the system frequency, nbr the total number of buses in the network, and i
and j the bus number indices.
∣∣∣Y a(ph)−n)i,j ∣∣∣ and θa(ph)i,j represent the magnitudes and phase




























There are six unknown variables for each PQ-Bus in the network,
∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣ and δa,b,ci ,
which are determined by solving (2.19) and (2.20). For PQ-Buses, P a,b,cGi and Q
a,b,c
Gi are




The unknown variables for PV-Buses are the phase angle of the voltages, δa,b,ci . For
PV-Buses, P a,b,cGi and
∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣ are replaced by their pre-specified values, P a,b,cGi,spec and ∣∣∣V a,b,ci,spec∣∣∣,
respectively, to solve the three mismatch equations in (2.19).
The inverter-based Droop-Buses have twelve mismatch equations to solve for twelve
unknown variables,
∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣, δa,b,ci , P a,b,cGi and Qa,b,cGi . In addition to the six mismatch equa-
tions of (2.19) and (2.20), the following equations are solved to determine the unknown
values:
|V ai | −
∣∣∣V bi ∣∣∣ = 0 (2.24)
|V ai | − |V ci | = 0 (2.25)


















∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣) = 0 (2.29)
Many isolated microgrids have one or more diesel generators operating in their system.
Hence, it is necessary to incorporates the equations of the diesel generator units into the
power flow algorithm. For synchronous generator-based units operating in droop mode,
eighteen equations can be identified to solve for eighteen unknown variables,
∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣, δa,b,ci ,
P a,b,cGi , Q
a,b,c
Gi ,
∣∣∣Ea,b,ci ∣∣∣ and ϕa,b,ci . The following equations are solved in addition to (2.19)
and (2.20) to find the unknown variables:
|Eai | −
∣∣Ebi ∣∣ = 0 (2.30)
|Eai | − |Eci | = 0 (2.31)



















∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣) = 0 (2.35)
P a,b,cGi −




i ) = 0 (2.36)
Qa,b,cGi −




∣∣∣Ea,b,ci ∣∣∣ and ϕa,b,ci are the magnitudes and phase angles of the internally
generated voltages, and Xs is the synchronous reactance of the synchronous machine.
In (2.28), (2.29), (2.34) and (2.35), the three-phase active and reactive powers of the




(ω∗ − ω) (2.38)
QGi(
∣∣∣V a,b,ci ∣∣∣) = 1nq,i (V ∗i − |Vi|) (2.39)
where mp,i and nq,i are the droop characteristics slope for frequency and voltage regulation.
The no-load frequency and voltage are denoted as ω∗ and V ∗i .
Optimal Reactive Power Planning
A common practice in power systems is to reduce transmission losses and improve the
voltage levels by allocating reactive power support resources. However, addition of reactive
power support requires determination of the size and location of the reactive support
resources. Devices such as shunt capacitors are often used in power systems to regulate
the voltages at system buses.
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The Optimal Reactive Power Planning (ORPP) problem is developed to solve the issue
of optimal placement of reactive power support devices and optimal allocation of reactive
power resources in power networks. Different objectives considered for ORPP include
maintaining the voltages within an acceptable range and minimizing the total investment
cost of Var resources and/or power losses of the network. The constraints include the
voltage limits at network buses, reactive power limits of generators and Var resources,
power flow balance and security constraints [48].
The mathematical model of an ORPP problem can be defined as a multi-objective
minimization (or maximization) problem, as represented in (2.40), where J(X), G(X)













h1(X) h2(X) ... hm2(X)
]T ≤ 0 (2.40)
The vector of variables, including integer and continuous variables, is defined as:
X =
[
x1 x2 ... xn
]T
(2.41)
In (2.40) and (2.41), z, m1, m2 and n are the numbers of objectives, equality constraints,
inequality constraints and decision variables, respectively.
The vector of objective functions includes one or more objectives, such as those given
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2.2 Canadian Remote Community Microgrids
There are around 290 remote communities (long-term or permanent settlements not con-
nected to the main power grid) across Canada where the installed capacities of isolated
microgrids range from 100kW to 150 MW [19]. These isolated microgrids are operated
either by provincial/territory-wide utilities or community-owned utilities [19]. The elec-
tricity generation energy resources vary in remote communities depending on their location;
however, hydro power, diesel fuel, heavy fuel oil, natural gas and very low amount of wind
and solar energy are the main energy resources for electricity generation [19]. The access
to some of these communities is only by plane or via winter roads, depending on the ice
conditions. Hence, fuel transportation is often costly and impacts the cost of electricity
generation significantly.
Dependency on fossil fuel for electricity generation, load demands reaching power plant
maximum installed capacities, high costs of electricity generation, and environmental im-
pacts of burning fossil fuels are the main energy challenges most of these remote communi-
ties are presently facing [19]. In order to overcome some of these energy-related challenges,
integration of RE resources is being actively considered.
Providing the electricity demand of the communities with RE resources has many posi-
tive impacts including reduced fossil fuel consumption by diversifying the energy resources,
reduced environmental impacts and increased social and economic benefits by providing
the communities with development opportunities [1]. However, these potential benefits
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can be gained only if the existing challenges of incorporation of RE resources, including
energy management, microgrid control, developing microgrid standards, determining the
ownership status of the microgrid and defining the framework for incentives, subsidies and
regulations, are overcome [19]. On the other hand, investigating the feasibility of incor-
poration of RE resources in remote communities requires access to accurate and on-site
measured data of available RE resources, such as wind speed or solar irradiation data,
which is highly limited or not available for most of these locations.
2.2.1 Electricity Generation in Northern Ontario Remote Com-
munities
Among many Canadian remote communities, 37 are located in the province of Ontario.
These communities’ electricity service is supplied by Hydro One Remote Communities
Inc. (HORCI) or Independent Power Authorities (IPAs). HORCI is a generation and
distribution company that provides electricity to 21 remote communities. The rest of the
communities are receiving electric power service through IPAs in the form of community-
owned and operated utilities.
The electricity rates vary among different customer groups for both HORCI and IPA-
provided communities. There are two electricity rate groups: Standard-A (Unsubsidized)
and non-Standard-A (Subsidized) customer groups. Federal, provincial and community
buildings pay the Standard-A rate which is equal to the real cost of electricity generation
at northern Ontario remote communities (up to 92 cents/kWh in 2013). The non-Standard-
A customers which are the residential and commercial customers, pay the same rate as the
customers connected to the main grid in Ontario (8-17 cents/kWh in 2013) [50]. The
non-Standard-A rate is subsidized by Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC),
formerly known as Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC), and
Ontario’s Rural or Remote Rate Protection (RRRP) funding resources [50]. The IPA-
operated customers pay slightly higher rates compared to those of HORCI’s (approximately
2% higher), but they have similar customer category rates.
Currently, diesel generators are the main source of electricity generation in northern
Ontario remote communities. However, with growing population and the increasing en-
ergy demand, which is estimated to be at an average rate of 2% annually, most of these
communities are reaching their maximum installed capacity and entering a load restriction
status, where they can no longer connect new facilities to the electricity grid.
Northern Ontario remote communities are considering direct connection to the provin-
cial transmission grid and also the feasibility of adding RE resources to their existing
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isolated microgrids. The development of the Wataynikaneyap Power project and progress
of RE integration projects will have positive impacts on reducing dependency of these
communities on diesel fuel as well as contributing to growth and development of these
communities and creating job opportunities in Canada and northern Ontario [51].
2.3 Planning of RE-based Remote Community Mi-
crogrids
In order to develop a microgrid planning model, the stakeholders and their participation
in electricity generation activities should be determined first. In northern Ontario remote
communities, there are four stakeholders involved in the electricity cost model [19]:
• The provincial government: The government of Ontario provides the communities
with funding resources for planning the projects. It is also responsible for setting
regulations and the baseline for electricity subsidy allocation under the Rural or
Remote Electricity Rate Protection (RRRP).
• The utility: HORCI is a non-for-profit corporation that is responsible for operation
and maintenance of the diesel generators, which is a zero-sum process for the utility.
These costs are covered by the customer payments and from RRRP budget.
• The local fuel supplier: In some communities, the community is the provider of the
fuel to the utility and selling fuel is considered a source of income to the community.
• The customers: The customers are either subsidized, paying the same price as the
on-grid customers, or unsubsidized, paying the real cost of electricity generation.
The stakeholders’ participation in electricity generation activities is summarized in Fig-
ure 2.11.
The planning model used for RE projects in remote communities must take the interest
of the stakeholders into account, as well as the composition of customer categories. Hence,
a Long-Term Renewable Generation Planning (LTRGP) model has been developed in [19],
which aims to maximize the benefits to the remote community considering the customer
categories and the stakeholders’ contribution in RE planning projects.
The objective of the planning optimization problem is defined to maximize the dis-









































In (2.46), Wfi,t is the social welfare for different customer types and its discounted value
is maximized in the optimization problem. Wfi,t is defined by (2.47) as the sum of project
income or savings, ISi,t, minus project costs, Ci,t. rdi is the discount rate for customer i,
t the index for number of years in the planning horizon and I and T the total number of
customer groups and total number of years in the planning horizon, respectively.
Wfi,t = ISi,t − Ci,t (2.47)
Total savings, costs and losses constitute the components of the social welfare. The
savings depend on the price of the electricity paid by different customers in a community
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and the amount of renewable energy used to supply the load demand, Preui,t,h. The
savings obtained by different types of customers as a result of fuel replacement, Cdi , and
available external energy incentives, INCi, determine the economic value of the savings
according to (2.48). ri is the annual change in price of electricity, h the index for number
of hours and H the total number of hours in a year.




The cost of the project, as described by (2.49), consists of the initial capital expenses
paid by the community, Ccei,k,t , periodic loan payments to the bank as an external funding
resource, Cbpmti,k,t , and operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of the equipment, Comi,k,t .




Ccei,k,t + Cbpmti,k,t + Comi,k,t (2.49)
The initial capital payment to be made by the community is a fraction of the total
capital cost of the equipment, Ccapi,k,t . Part of the capital cost is paid by an external
resource, such as government funding, while the other part is provided by a bank loan. In
(2.50), bcep and befp represent the percentage of available capital contribution at the start
of the project and the percentage of available external funding with respect to the total
project cost, respectively.
Ccei,k,t = Ccapi,k,t · bcep · (1− befp) (2.50)
The nominal power ratings of the selected equipment, rpk, and the corresponding cost
per kW , rccapk , are used to calculate the total capital cost of the equipment, as given
by (2.51). It is also assumed that the equipment cost declines by ccd% each year, and the
cost decreases linearly with increase in the number of purchased equipment pieces, CBi,k,t,
until a certain number of equipment pieces is reached (20, in this case), as given by (2.52).
In (2.51), xi,k,t is the number of RE units to be deployed.
Ccapi,k,t = [rccapk .rpk · xi,k,t · CBi,k,t] · (1− ccd% · t) (2.51)
CBi,k,t =
{
1.01− 0.01 · xi,k,t xi,k,t ≤ 20
0.8 xi,k,t > 20
(2.52)
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The amortization repayment of the bank loan, Cbpmti,k,t , is another component of the
project’s total cost, given by (2.49). It considers the loan interest rate and determines
every installment, as given by (2.53). The payment amounts are calculated based on one
single payment per year and the payments are made each year after the beginning of the
loan term.
Cbpmti,k,t = [Ccapi,k,t − Ccei,k,t − Ccapi,k,t · befp] ·
rb · (1 + rb)bltk
(1 + rb)bltk − 1
+ Cbpmti,k,t−1 (2.53)
In (2.53), rb and bltk are the bank interest rate and total number of loan payments, re-
spectively.
The O&M cost of the equipment, Comi,k,t , is determined using the present O&M cost of
the units, rcomk . In (2.54), bomt represents the O&M cost variation through the equipment’s
operating lifetime.
Comi,k,t = rcomk · rpk · (1 + bomt) · EOSi,k,t (2.54)
EOSi,k,t representing the cumulative number of selected equipment rating at investment
year t, is given by (2.55).
EOSi,k,t =
{
xi,k,t t ≤ 1
EOSi,k,t−1 + xi,k,t t > 1
(2.55)
In some cases where community is the provider of fuel to the utility, there will be a loss
component after incorporation of RE resources to the community as a result of reduced
fuel consumption. This is given by (2.56) and can be considered as a cost component and
added to the total costs of the project.
LRi,t = rFR · CFUEL · bCFPt · (1 + CPI)t · (fBASEt − fPROJt) · zi,t,h (2.56)
In (2.56), LRi,t is the potential loss of opportunity cost, rFR the percentage revenue
gained by the community as a result of selling fuel to the utility, CFUEL the actual price of
fuel on-site, bCFPt the percentage of the purchased fuel by the utility from the community,
CPI the fuel price growth, fBASEt and fPROJt the fuel consumption of the community
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before and after integration of RE resources, respectively, and zi,t,h the ratio of RE used
















(dGSaj · PFGprojj,t,h + dGSbj) (2.59)
In (2.58) and (2.59), dGSaj and dGSbj are the linear and constant coefficients for consumption
of fuel based on generated power and j is the index for diesel generator in case of having
different generator sizes. PFGBASEj,t,h and PFGprojj,t,h are the j
th diesel generator’s power
generation at hour h in year t for the base case with no RE generation and after RE
integration, respectively.
The constraints of the planning problem are presented in (2.60)-(2.67). In (2.60),
the power provided by the diesel generator, Pdgt,h , has been represented by the difference
between the the load demand of each customer type, PDi,t,h, and the power provided by




(PDi,t,h − Preai,k,t,h) (2.60)
Diesel generators have a lower limit for the percentage of rated power that they generate
which should not be violated at every hour during their operation. In (2.61), dmings and
RPmint are the diesel generator lower limit in percent and rated power of the smallest
diesel generator (kW ), respectively.
Pdgt,h ≥ dmings ·RPmint ∀h = 1, 2, ..., H (2.61)
The unit commitment and dispatch of diesel generators is independent of the optimal
planning problem. The optimal planning model determines the amount of required power
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generated by diesel generation station, Pdgt,h . However, the dispatch strategy of the various
available diesel generators and their corresponding spinning reserves are determined based
on a simple strategy, as indicated in [19]. This strategy considers a 15% spinning reserve
margin and the commitment of the units is based on available generators’ rated capacity
and its comparison with the required power from diesel generators. It is assumed that
there is enough diesel generation capacity available on-site to fulfill the requirement on
diesel generation and reserve capacities.
The unit commitment for dispatch of diesel generators in a single-generator operation





j,t ≤ Pdgt,h < pmaxj,t
0 otherwise
(2.62)
In(2.62), Pdgj,t,h is the power provided by diesel generator j, Pdgt,h the power required
by diesel generation station, pminj,t the pre-determined minimum operation set point of
the diesel generator j and pmaxj,t the pre-determined maximum operation set point of the
diesel generator j. pminj,t and p
max




dminGS ·RPj · sj,t if j = 1




dGS1 ·RPj · sj,t if j to j + 1 turns on
dGS2 ·RPj · sj,t if j to j − 1 turns on
(2.64)
In (2.63), dminGS is the lower operation limit of the smallest available generator, RPj the
nominal power of the diesel generator j, sj,t a pre-specified binary parameter to determine
whether diesel generator j is operating in year t.
In (2.64), the nominal diesel generator power minus the spinning reserve is dGS1 when
switching to the next bigger generator, and dGS2 when switching to the the next smaller
generator, respectively. dGS1 is set to 85% (considering 15% reserve capacity), while dGS2
is set to a lower value compared to dGS1 , i.e. 75%-80%, to reduce the number of generator
start-ups by creating a hysteresis model that represents the waiting time until the load
falls below the spinning reserve of the next smaller generator.
The power provided by renewable energy resources to supply load demand, Preui,t,h, is
calculated in (2.65) based on the total amount of RE power generated by RE equipment.
For each customer type, i, if the total generated RE power,
∑K
k=1 Preai,k,t,h, is higher than
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the total load demand of that customer type, PDi,t,h, the value of Preui,t,h is equal to
the demand of that group. Otherwise, Preui,t,h is equal to the total generated RE power,∑K














Equation (2.66) calculates the available power from RE resources through multiplica-
tion of the output power of one unit of RE equipment, Premk,t,h , by number of pieces of
equipment, EOSi,k,t.
Preai,k,t,h = Premk,t,h · EOSi,k,t (2.66)
The constraint given by (2.67) is added to make sure that the same equipment type for
each customer group is deployed only once during planning horizon.
xi,k,t = EOSi,k,t ∀xi,k,t > 0 (2.67)
2.4 Optimization of the Planning Model
The optimal planning problem can be solved to get the optimal sizing of the RE units for
integration in the isolated microgrid. There exists a collection of optimization algorithms,
rather than a universal optimization algorithm, each being appropriate for solving a par-
ticular type of optimization problem. Depending on the type of the objective function,
constraints and optimization variables, an appropriate optimization algorithm has to be
selected. If the objective function and all the constraints are linear functions, the problem
is called a Linear Programming (LP) problem; otherwise, it is a Non-Linear Programming
(NLP) problem. In some type of optimization problems, the variables only take integer
values, such as the number of the generators in a power plant or the decision on whether a
certain plan should be implemented or not. The mathematical formulation of these prob-
lems includes sets of integers or binary variables, and such problems are known as Integer
Programming (IP) problems. If there is no restriction on some of the variables in the
problem to be integer or binary variables, and there are some integer or binary variables
in the problem, the problem is called a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem.
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2.4.1 Optimization with GAMS
The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) has been designed with the capability of
modeling different types of optimization problems, including linear, nonlinear and mixed
integer. The main features based on which GAMS was mainly developed are providing
a high level language for formulating large and complicated models, allowing to make
simple and safe changes to the model, stating the problem by algebraic relationships and
describing the model independent of solution algorithms [52].
The GAMS language is very similar to commonly-used programming languages and
allows the user to enter data and describe the model in algebraic statements. The software
takes care of the technical machine-specific problems such as address calculation and stor-
age assignments. GAMS also offers many other desirable features such as portability of the
GAMS models, allowing them to be solved on different types of computers, a file oriented
system, and an interface providing the capability of the integration of GAMS with other
existing and future user environments [52]. GAMS provides access to many solvers which
can be run and list the solution without any knowledge of solver options or return codes.
These solvers are used for solving different types of problems, depending on their features
and the problem solving methods they use [53]. Some of the commonly used solvers are
described as follows [53]:
• BARON: The Branch-And-Reduce Optimization Navigator (BARON) is used for
solving nonlinear and mixed integer linear problems. It is used to solve deterministic
global optimization algorithms using branch and bound type methods. These meth-
ods are guaranteed to provide global optimal solutions, if some conditions such as
availability of finite lower and upper bounds on the variables are met.
• CONOPT: GAMS uses three families of nonlinear programming algorithms for solv-
ing nonlinear models and CONOPT is one of them. CONOPT is available in three
versions, CONOPT1, CONOPT2 and CONOPT3 and all of these solvers find the
local optimum. CONOPT often has a good performance with very nonlinear con-
straints; however, it is not easy to find out which algorithm performs better in solving
a particular problem. CONOPT is also very good at finding the solution for models
with few degrees of freedom and the square systems of equations without an objective
function.
• CPLEX: GAMS/CPLEX provides the capability to mix the GAMS power with the
power of CPLEX optimizers which are mainly designed for solving large problems
in a fast manner. Linear, quadratically constrained and mixed integer programming
problems can be solved using CPLEX solution algorithms.
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• DICOPT: Discrete and Continuous OPTimizer (DICOPT) implements algorithms
for solving mixed integer nonlinear programming problems. These types of problems
include binary, integer and continuous variables. The MINLP algorithm inside DI-
COPT is capable of solving NLP and MIP sub-problems using solvers that are run
under GAMS.
• MINOS: GAMS/MINOS is designed to find locally optimal solutions to linear and
nonlinear programming problems. However, the first derivative of the nonlinear func-
tions must exist (i.e., the nonlinear function must be smooth) . The global optimum
can be found only if the nonlinear objective function and constraints are convex. Oth-
erwise, several local optima may exist. MINOS is capable of solving LP, NLP, DNLP
(Non-Linear Programming with Discontinuous Derivative) and RMINLP (Relaxed
Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming) problems.
2.5 Summary
This Chapter presented a background review of microgrids and various aspects related to
their planning and operation. Microgrid control levels and frequency and voltage regulation
were discussed, as well as the models and diagrams of frequency and voltage regulation
in synchronous machines and inverters. The isolated microgrid frequency control block
diagram and a three-phase power flow algorithm were presented that can be used for
studying the regulation requirements of the isolated microgrids. The optimal reactive power
planning problem which is used for improving voltage levels of microgrids was discussed.
An introduction to the remote communities in Canada and the structure of electricity
generation in northern Ontario remote communities was presented. The planning of RE-
based remote community microgrids was discussed and a long-term renewable generation
planning model was presented. Finally, an introduction to different types of optimization






This Chapter presents a novel optimal planning platform for integration of RE resources
and energy storage systems in the microgrids of remote communities. The proposed plan-
ning platform incorporates the requirements for frequency and voltage regulations of the
power system in the planning problem of an isolated microgrid. The impact of economic,
technical and regulation constraints on renewable energy deployment in remote communi-
ties is considered through the proposed planning platform.
The proposed platform enables detailed studies of impact of ESS integration on in-
creasing allowable penetration level of renewable resources and its contribution to reserve
resources.
3.1 Introduction
The objective of the optimal planning platform is to determine the optimal combination
of RE resources and ESS for integration in diesel fuel-based isolated microgrids of remote
communities. This can be achieved through understanding the existing challenges, identi-
fication of the planning objectives and evaluation of the results. Some of the challenges are
the high costs of RE and ESS technologies, reliable operation of RE and ESS resources and
their impact on the operation of the isolated microgrid. The objectives are usually defined
to serve the best interest of the project stakeholders. After the planning is completed,
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the results are evaluated to assure that the performance of the designed system during its
future operation will be satisfactory.
The proposed multi-stage optimal planning platform is developed to account for some of
the potential challenges of RE integration in remote community microgrids. The planning
problem is decomposed into identification, optimization, evaluation and decision making
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the proposed multi-stage optimal planning platform.
3.2 Proposed Optimal Planning Platform
The multiple stages of the planning platform are: Project identification, Planning opti-
mization, Optimal structure evaluation and Decision making. These stages are explained
in detail in the following subsections.
3.2.1 Stage I: Project Identification
The first step in initiating a successful microgrid planning project is a thorough study on
various aspects of the isolated microgrid. The many aspects of an isolated microgrid include
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objectives and challenges, available resources (energy resources, funding resources), avail-
able technologies, incentives, environmental concerns, economic parameters, characteristics
of the existing power system and specific operation requirements of the system [54].
In many remote community RE projects, the main objective is to incorporate RE
resources into the existing diesel generator-based microgrids to increase the generation ca-
pacity while reducing the electricity generation costs, increase the total benefits obtained
by the community, improve the reliability of the power network and decrease the environ-
mental impact of electricity generation resources.
Assessment of geographical characteristics of the microgrid location and on-site data
collection help to determine the availability of RE resources such as wind, solar, hydro,
geothermal and tidal energy for integration in the microgrids of the remote communities.
The availability of funding resources, incentives, cost values, energy prices, discount
rates and economic benefits and downsides of carrying out an RE-based microgrid project
must be studied by performing financial and economic evaluations.
Engaging the residents of the community in the RE deployment projects and raising
awareness towards potential benefits of microgrid planning project are critical concerns
that need to be addressed before beginning of the project. Providing relevant information
on different aspects of RE-based microgrids, their characteristics and advantages, con-
ducting surveys to collect residents’ opinion and concerns on evolvement of such projects,
developing skill sets and experience among local residents of the community for future
operation and maintenance requirements of the microgrid, would help to better facilitate
the process of integration of RE technologies in remote community microgrids.
Planning a well-designed and properly-manageable RE-based microgrid requires careful
investigations on specific requirements of the microgrid operation (e.g., reserve capacity and
regulation requirements), positive/negative environmental impacts (e.g., GHG emissions,
added noise level, cutting trees or making changes to the environment), positive/negative
social impacts (e.g., creating/limiting job opportunities) and potential challenges and bar-
riers (e.g., community engagement and scarcity of resources) that have to be completed
in the first stage of the planning project. The first stage requires contribution of various
groups on different aspects of identification of the planning problem and entails multi-
disciplinary effort to identify the broad range of microgrid planning activities.
3.2.2 Stage II: Planning Optimization
The core component of the proposed planning platform is the mathematical model of the
planning problem that embodies the identified objectives and constraints of the planning
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project in terms of mathematical formulations.
Any optimization problem can be defined to minimize (or maximize) one or a set of
objectives. In the case of a microgrid planning project, the set of objectives may include
cost, environmental pollution, reliability and project’s total benefits. Depending on the
project’s scope, one or more of these objectives can be selected.
In the proposed microgrid planning platform, maximizing community’s social welfare is
taken as the optimization objective. The optimization model presented in [19] is adapted
to take the integration of ESS into account. The detailed description of the objective
function and its components are presented in section 2.3.
In developing the mathematical optimization model, the structure of remote community
microgrid is divided based on customer types, as described in subsection 2.2.1. It is assumed
that the microgrid is divided into several subsidized and unsubsidized customer groups,
each having the option to integrate RE resources and ESS and gain benefits by doing so.
The customer groups also have the option to inject their excess generated power to the
microgrid and receive power from the rest of the microgrid. Integration of a dump load
may also be considered to avoid RE curtailment, in cases where ESS integration is not
feasible. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the microgrid structure subdivided based on customer
types.
The modifications made to the model presented in section 2.3 to comply with the
subdivided structure of the microgrid, shown in Figure 3.2, and accommodate integration
of ESS are as follows:
The savings component of the social welfare, given by (3.1), has an additional term
taking the injection of power to the rest of the microgrid by each customer group into
account. An incentive rate is assumed to encourage the RE generation and injection to
the microgrid.
ISi,t = [Cdi · (1 + ri)t + INCi] ·
H∑
h=1




In (3.1), Pexi,t,h is the amount of energy injected by each customer group in a one-hour
period and EXPi the corresponding incentive in $/kWh.
In order to address the replacement cost of the equipment, a cost component is added
to the total project costs, as indicated in (3.2). The additional cost is equal to the cost
of purchasing the same type and amount of equipment, Lk years after their first purchase,
considering their future value at the time of replacement. Lk is the lifetime of the k
th equip-
ment, in years. Although equipment lifetime depends on their operation and maintenance
during their lifetime, it is assumed to be a pre-specified constant value.
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Ccei,k,t + Cbpmti,k,t + Comi,k,t + Crep.i,k,t (3.2)
where Crep.i,k,t is the equipment replacement cost.
Crep.i,k,t = [rccapk .rpk · xi,k,t · CBi,k,t] · (1− ccd% · (t+ Lk)) · bcep · (1− befp) (3.3)
The capital cost of ESS has also an additional component proportional to its energy
rating, Esizei,t, added to the term proportional to its power rating, as given by (3.4). It
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is also assumed that the costs of ESS decrease by cced% each year.
Ccapi,ESS,t = [rccapESS .rpESS · xi,ESS,t · CBi,ESS,t + Cenergyi · Esizei,t] · (1− cced% · t) (3.4)
In (3.4), Cenergyi is the ESS energy cost per kWh. The O&M cost of ESS also comprises two
components, as given by (3.5): an annual fixed cost which depends on the power rating
of the ESS and a variable cost which is proportional to the energy supplied/withdrawn
to/from the ESS.





In (3.5), V arOMCi is the ESS variable O&M cost in $/kWh. Pchi,t,h and Pdisi,t,h are the
power charged/discharged to/from ESS, respectively.
The constraints of the optimization problem are derived based on the scheme shown in
Figure 3.2 and are presented in the following.
In (3.6), the power provided by the diesel generator units, Pdgt,h , is represented by
the difference between the power received from the microgrid, Pimpi,t,h, and the power
injected to the microgrid, Pexi,t,h, summed over all customer groups. At each hour, only
one of the variables Pimpi,t,h and Pexi,t,h can take a value, this constraint is represented by
complementary symbol ”⊥”. A dump load is also considered to make sure the minimum





(Pimpi,t,h − Pexi,t,h) + Pdumpt,h , ∀i, t, h P impi,t,h ⊥ Pexi,t,h (3.6)
Equation (3.7) represents the demand-supply balance equation for each customer group.
The load demand of each customer type, PDi,t,h, is provided by the deployed RE resources,
Preai,k,t,h. The excess power is injected into and the power deficit is imported from the
rest of the microgrid. The ESS can also provide or absorb power, Pstoragei,t,h, depending
on the microgrid operational requirements.
Pimpi,t,h + Preai,k,t,h + Pstoragei,t,h − Pexi,t,h − PDi,t,h = 0 (3.7)
The lower limit of diesel generator operation should not be violated, as described as a
constraint in (2.61). The detail of operation of the diesel generators is not included in this
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model. However, it is assumed that operation of single or multiple diesel generators takes
the operation constraints of the diesel generators into account, as presented in [19]. These
constraints include: minimum loading constraint, spinning reserve constraint, maximum
power constraint and minimum operating time of each unit [15].
Operation of ESS also has specific conditions and constraints which are described in
(3.8)-(3.13)
The power supplied/withdrawn to/from ESS, Pstoragei,t,h, takes positive or negative
values. Hence, it is defined in (3.8) as the difference of two positive variables, Pdisi,t,h and
Pchi,t,h, which represent the power withdrawn from the ESS and power supplied to the
ESS, respectively. Note that, at each hour, only one of the variables Pdisi,t,h and Pchi,t,h
can take a value.
Pstoragei,t,h = Pdisi,t,h − Pchi,t,h ,∀i, t, h Pchi,t,h ⊥ Pdisi,t,h (3.8)
The energy stored in the ESS and the power supplied/withdrawn to/from it are related
by (3.9).
Energyi,t,h+1 = [Pchi,t,h · ηch −
Pdisi,t,h
ηdis
] + Energyi,t,h (3.9)
where Energyi,t,h is the available energy stored in the ESS and ηch and ηdis are the charging
and discharging efficiencies of the ESS.
The ESS power and energy values are bounded within their minimum and maximum
limits:
|Pstoragei,t,h| ≤ EOSESSi,t · rpESS (3.10)
SOCmin · EESi,t ≤ Energyi,t,h ≤ SOCmax · EESi,t (3.11)
In (3.11), SOCmin and SOCmax are the allowable minimum and maximum values for state
of charge of the ESS. EESi,t represents the cumulative number of ESS energy rating at
investment year t, given by (3.12).
EESi,t =
{
Esizei,t t ≤ 1
EESi,t−1 + Esizei,t t > 1
(3.12)
Equation (3.13) formulates the relation between the energy size and the power size of
the ESS, as different types of ESS have particular ranges of energy to power ratio [55].
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EPRmin and EPRmax are the minimum and maximum energy to power ratios of the ESS,
respectively.
EPRmin · xESSi,t · rpESS ≤ Esizei,t ≤ EPRmax · xESSi,t · rpESS (3.13)
The renewable energy used to supply the load demand, Preui,t,h, is calculated in (3.14)
based on the amount of load power demand that has been provided by customers’ RE
resources and has not been received from the rest of the microgrid.
Preui,t,h = PDi,t,h − Pimpi,t,h (3.14)
Equations (2.66) and (2.67) are the remaining constraints to calculate the available
power from RE resources and limit deploying the same equipment types.
The mathematical model of the planning optimization problem can be solved using
an optimization solver engine. The results of the optimization problem determine the
numbers and ratings of RE resources and ESSs for integration in the microgrid, as well as
their respective hourly dispatch scheme.
3.2.3 Stage III: Optimal Structure Evaluation
The optimal sizes of the RE resources and ESSs, determined in the previous stage, are
obtained through maximizing or minimizing a certain set of objectives. However, the per-
formance of the system in real-time operation depends on many control and management
actions. Although these actions take place in a time frame much different than that in the
project planning phase, which is usually much before the system operation is started, they
are eminently affected by the selected system structure.
In the proposed planning platform, in order to evaluate the system performance after
integration of RE and ESS, frequency and voltages are obtained through simulation to
investigate whether the regulation requirements are met. The impact of system sizing and
structure on the frequency and voltages of the system is investigated in this stage.
Frequency Regulation
The most significant impact of integration of RE on frequency of an isolated microgrid
is causing notable frequency deviations through introducing fluctuations with rapid ramp
rates to the generated power in the microgrid. In many isolated microgrids where the
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penetration level of RE is low or medium and RE resources are mainly operating in grid-
supporting mode, RE generation can be considered as negative load. Hence, RE integration
contributes in building a fast fluctuating load profile that must be compensated by dis-
patchable generation units such as fuel-based generators and ESS. However, generators and
ESSs have limited capacity to compensate for all those fluctuations, depending on their
size, characteristics and operating condition.
The frequency block diagram of an isolated microgrid, shown in Figure 2.9, is used in
this stage to simulate the frequency profile of the system in the presence of RE generation.
The results of optimization problem in the previous stage, which determine the optimal RE
and ESS sizes, are used to define the amount of RE generation and form the load profile,
considering actual load demand and RE negative load. High-resolution data (one-second
resolution) is used in this stage to simulate the system frequency. Evaluation of the system
frequency and its comparison with desired regulation range for the microgrid, determine
whether extra decisions for revising the structure of the microgrid are required or there is
no need for further actions.
Voltage Regulation
One of the main features of connection of DERs to the distribution networks is the reverse
power flow possibility. In traditional distribution networks, the power flows from a main
distribution substation to the end users, whereas in the networks with interconnected
distributed generation the power flow direction may be reversed. As a result, this may
cause over voltages in a distribution network. The voltage rise due to injection of power





In (3.15), ∆V is the change in voltage at the DG connection point due to injection of active
and reactive powers, P and Q by the DG. X and R are the reactance and resistance of the
feeder connecting the DG to the microgrid. V represents the nominal voltage of the DG
at its terminals.
In distribution networks, the ratio of X/R is relatively low and changes in the injected
active power by the DG unit cause voltage variations on the distribution network. Fur-
thermore, in long distribution feeders with considerable line resistances, the voltages at
the end of the feeder may face under voltages that need to be taken care of. Thus, to
investigate the impact of RE integration on voltage levels at different buses in an isolated
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microgrid, a power flow analysis model, such as the one presented in subsection 2.1.4, is
used to simulate the voltage profile of the system, for various instances during system’s
operation. The simulated voltage profile is compared with the accepted voltage ranges
for the system and further actions and decisions to revise the system structure are taken
accordingly.
At the end of this stage, the frequency and voltage profiles of the system, after inclusion
of RE resources, are simulated and evaluated to determine whether the system’s regulation
constraints are satisfied. It should be noted that, the simulated voltage and frequency pro-
files cover most of the conditions that can happen in the system during various time periods
with different loading and available generation conditions, and due to the existing trends
and patterns in the load demand and RE generation profiles, it can be inferred that most
of the possible frequency and voltage events are covered. The regulation constraints are
determined based on the purpose the microgrid is serving (e.g., military, mining or remote
community) and the requirements imposed by the system operator. Such constraints for
isolated microgrids are often more flexible than those for grid-connected microgrids. How-
ever, it is required to assure the delivered power to the customers meets certain criteria.
3.2.4 Stage IV: Decision Making/ Structure Revising
In this stage, the results of the stage III are used to decide whether changes have to be made
to the optimization model constraints in stage II based on satisfaction of the frequency
and voltage regulation constraints.
Frequency Regulation Constraints
If the frequency profile of the system after addition of RE resources, derived in previous
stage, does not meet the regulation requirements of the system, one or a combination of
the following actions can be implemented.
1. Limiting RE penetration level: In this case, the power generated by RE resources is
limited to reduce the share of fluctuating power injected to the microgrid. To implement
this option, the maximum allowed RE penetration level, Mpen., should be identified by
studying the effect of RE penetration level on frequency deviations using (2.9) and the
block diagram of Figure 2.9.
The relationship between frequency deviations and RE generation fluctuations, given
by (2.9), can be simplified into a linear relationship between RE power fluctuations and
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deviations in frequency, where the absolute value of frequency deviations increases by
increasing the fluctuations in RE power, as shown in Figure 3.3. ∆ωmax and ∆PRE,max are
the maximum frequency deviation and maximum RE power fluctuations of optimal RE
generation, determined by the results of planning optimization model (Stage II). ∆ωallowed
and ∆PRE,allowed are the accepted frequency deviation range and its corresponding RE
power fluctuations, respectively. The maximum allowed RE penetration level, Mpen., is



























The revised optimization model should include a constraint to enforce the maximum
allowed RE penetration limit. Therefore, an additional constraint, given by (3.17), is added










Prea∗i,k,t,h ∀ t, h (3.17)
In (3.17), Prea∗i,k,t,h is the available renewable resource power, determined from the solution
of the optimization problem in Stage II, according to:
Prea∗i,k,t,h = Premk,t,h · EOS∗i,k,t k : RE resources (3.18)
where EOS∗i,k,t is the optimal sizes of the RE resources obtained in Stage II.
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2. Allocating ESS capacity for frequency reserve: Utilization of an energy storage system is
a robust solution for providing regulation and load following services to the microgrid. Inte-
gration of an ESS allows maximum optimal RE penetration, while satisfying the regulation
constraints. However, proper sizing of an ESS, contributing to frequency control reserves
requires a thorough investigation leading to a relation between the required primary and
secondary control reserve capacities and regulation specifications of the microgrid.
According to Figure 2.9 and (2.10)-(2.18), the slope of droop characteristic, mp, and the
participation factor of the ESS, α, are the main factors affecting the power and energy re-
quirements of the ESS for primary and secondary control actions. The droop characteristic
affects the amount of primary frequency reserve capacity in terms of available instanta-
neous power that should be provided by the ESS upon occurrence of a mismatch between
load and generation as presented in (2.10)-(2.12). The secondary frequency control reserve
capacity allocated by the ESS to contribute in secondary control actions is proportional to
the participation factor of the ESS, as presented in (2.16)-(2.18). However, the primary
frequency reserve is part of ESS power capacity, while the secondary reserve capacity is
allocated from ESS energy capacity. Hence, the expected reserve capacity of the ESS to
participate in primary and secondary frequency control must be recognized and incorpo-
rated in the planning optimization problem. It is also reasonable to devise incentives to
account for the power and energy capacity of the ESS that is reserved for primary and
secondary frequency control actions.
The profile of the ESS primary control reserve capacity normalized by ESS rated power
capacity versus frequency deviations, which is derived by changing the value of mp,ESS and
recording the values of frequency deviations and power variations (according to (2.10)-
(2.12)), determines the percentage of the power capacity that should be reserved for pri-
mary control actions (βfP ). Also, the profile of the ESS secondary control reserve capacity
normalized by ESS rated energy capacity versus participation factor of ESS in secondary
control, which is derived by changing the value of αESS and recording the energy require-
ments, defines the percentage of the energy capacity to be reserved for secondary frequency
control (βfE). The values of βfP and βfE are selected according to the desired tolerance
band for frequency deviation and extent of participation of ESS, defined by system opera-
tor, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The revision of the planning optimization problem includes extra terms added to the
existing equations to take into account the incentives and the allocated capacities of ESS
for its contribution in the frequency control actions, defined in (3.19)-(3.21). The incentives
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Figure 3.4: Profiles of reserved power capacity of ESS for primary frequency control vs.
frequency; and reserved energy capacity of ESS for secondary frequency control vs. par-
ticipation factor.
are included in the savings component of the social welfare, as indicated by (3.19).
ISi,t = [Cdi · (1 + ri)t + INCi] ·
H∑
h=1




+PINCi · βfP% · EOSi,ESS,t · rpESS + EINCi · βfE% · EESi,t
(3.19)
In (3.19), PINCi and EINCi are the incentives for the reserved power and energy capac-
ities of ESS for frequency control. Also, βfP and βfE are the percentages of the power and
energy capacities of the ESS to be allocated for frequency control.
The modified constraints take the extra capacity required for frequency reserve allo-
cation into account, as demonstrated in Figure 3.5 and described by (3.20) and (3.21).
|Pstoragei,t,h| ≤ EOSi,ESS,t · rpESS · (1− βfP%) (3.20)
SOCmin · EESi,t ≤ Energyi,t,h ≤ (SOCmax · EESi,t)− (βfE% · EESi,t) (3.21)
Voltage Regulation Constraints
The voltage profile of the system, derived in Stage III, determines whether there is a
need for additional actions to keep the voltages regulated. If it is required to make extra
decisions for allocating more resources or revising the structure of the system, there are
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Figure 3.5: The ESS power and energy ratings, capacities allocated for frequency control
and the remaining capacity for energy management.
1. Limiting RE generation: Similar to the case where frequency regulation limits are not
met, in this case the RE generation level can be limited in order to make sure the voltage
regulation requirements are satisfied. Limiting the RE generation level is one of the feasible
ways to avoid the problem of over voltages, especially when utilizing ESS for storage of
extra active power is not economically beneficial [57]. In many remote community isolated
microgrids, inverters interfacing RE resources to the microgrid operate at unity power
factor to maximize the utilization of the installed capacity. Thus, if the injected power to
the microgrid increases the voltage deviation at the connection point beyond specified limit,
the active power injection should be limited or the over voltage should be compensated for
with reactive power absorption. For the case where the inverter operates at unity power
factor, the maximum allowed voltage deviation determines the corresponding maximum





In (3.22), Pmax,allowed is the maximum power at unity power factor and Vmax the maxi-
mum voltage at inverter terminals. ∆Vmax,allowed is the maximum voltage deviation at the
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microgrid connection point. R is the resistance of the feeder connecting the DG to the
microgrid
If injection of more active power without increasing the voltage at the connection point
is desired, reactive power must be absorbed. Assuming the same voltage for the grid
connection point, the amount of reactive power to be absorbed can be calculated as [57]:
Q = −∆P R
X
(3.23)
where ∆P is the difference between the amount of injected active power for the case
where inverter operates at unity power factor and the case with increased amount of active
power. However, this increased active power injection requires an inverter with higher
power capacity.
If the installed RE resource is to be operated at unity power factor and there is no
storage mechanism available, the amount of active power injected at the point of connection
to the microgrid should be limited to the maximum value that keeps the voltage deviation
within acceptable limits. Implementing generation curtailment control algorithms is an
effective way of avoiding over voltages at DG connection buses. However, incorporation
of RE resources with high installation costs at remote communities is only reasonable if
the use of available resources is maximized and curtailing the power generation might not
allow making the most use of available resources. In this case, a guideline can be provided
by the system operator to determine the maximum allowable active power injection for
interconnecting DGs, and the sizing of DG resources can take that maximum generation
level into account. Such constraints for limiting the maximum RE active power at the
point of connection to the microgrid can be implemented as follows:
K∑
k=1
Preani,k,t,h ≤ Nnpen. ·
K∑
k=1
Prean∗i,k,t,h ∀ i, t, h, n (3.24)
where Nnpen. is the ratio of the maximum allowable injected power at the point of con-
nection to the microgrid to the maximum active power injected at each network bus to








2. Providing reactive power support to the microgrid: Another solution for assuring the
acceptable regulation of voltages at all network buses is to incorporate reactive power
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compensation devices in the network and/or use the available resources such as ESS units
for providing reactive power support for voltage regulation. Both cases can be considered by
running an ORPP in order to minimize a certain objective function such as the amount/cost
of reactive power required for keeping the voltages regulated. The results of the ORPP
determine the sizes and locations of required reactive power support.
Defining the ORPP problem depends on many parameters including the microgrid
structure and locations, sizes and operating conditions of generation resources. However,
the general guideline is to determine the candidate buses requiring reactive power support
and define the objective function accordingly. The constraints of the ORPP problem can
vary, but the main constraints include minimum and maximum limits of voltage at network
buses, power flow equations and minimum and maximum reactive power capacities of Var
compensation devices. For the case where ESS unit is selected to participate in Var support,
the sizing of the inverter unit should be performed accordingly to accommodate both active
power and reactive power transfer. In this case the inverter should be oversized by a specific
percentage with respect to the size of ESS in order to be able to support reactive power
exchange while maintaining the required active power exchange capability.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the decision making procedure leading to revising constraints of
the optimal planning problem according to operation simulation results and their compar-
ison with the regulation constraints. These extra constraints enforce one or a combination
of the following actions: (i) set a limit on the penetration level of RE resources, (ii) de-
termine the additional ESS capacity to be allocated for regulation actions, (iii) allocate
reactive power compensation devices.
At the end of this stage, the planning optimization problem of Stage II is solved again
to reach a new optimal solution which makes sure that the frequency and voltage regulation
requirements of the system are satisfied.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed multi-stage planning platform,
a case study is developed for planning of the isolated microgrid of the northern Ontario
remote community of Kasabonika Lake First Nation (KLFN). The next section describes
the multiple stages of carrying out a microgrid planning project for KLFN.
3.3 Case Study: Kasabonika Lake First Nation Com-
munity (KLFN)
Kasabonika lake first nation is a northern Ontario community located approximately 500
km north of Thunder Bay (Ontario, Canada), with a population of about 1,100 people. The
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Algorithm 1 Decision Making Algorithm
INPUT: Frequency and Voltage Profiles
procedure
while |∆f | > ∆fmax do
if ESS participation in frequency control is not feasible then
Determine Maximum Allowed RE Generation Level
else
Allocate ESS Reserve Capacity for Frequency Regulation Services
end if
end while
while |∆V | > ∆Vmax do
if Reactive power support is not feasible then
Limit the RE Generation Level
else





access to the community is by plane all-year-round or through winter roads, when seasonal
conditions permit. In 2014, KLFN community possessed three installed diesel generators
rated at 400 kW, 600 kW and 1 MW to supply the electric demand of the community which
was about 12.9 MWh/day, with a peak demand of 900 kW in winter. A 1.6 MW diesel
generator is added to the diesel generation station while the 400 kW generator is removed
and is not operating anymore. Three 10 kW Bergey wind turbines [58] and a 30 kW Wenvor
wind turbine [59] have been installed at KLFN by Hydro One Remote Communities Inc.
(HORCI), and measurement equipment has been deployed for data collection to be used for
studying the impact of integration of RE in northern communities. Table 3.1 summarizes
the data related to the power generation and consumption at KLFN.
The three existing diesel generators in KLFN are run based on a simple dispatch strat-
egy which allows running only one diesel generator at a time, except for a very short overlap
period when one generator turns on and the other one shuts down. Based on the dispatch
strategy, once a generator reaches 90% of its rated power capacity and continues providing
a power higher than 90% of its rated power for 2 minutes, the next larger generator is
turned on and the smaller one is shut down. On the other hand, when the load demand
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Table 3.1: Summary of KLFN data
Population Around 1,100
Electricity demanda 12.9 MWh/day
Peak demandb 900 kW
Existing diesel generationa 3 Generators: 400, 600 and 1000 kW
Existing RE resourcesa
3×10 kW Burgey Wind turbine
30 kW Wenvor Wind Turbine
10 kW rooftop PV systemc
a Year 2014,b Winter Peak, c Community Water Treatment Plant
































Figure 3.6: The dispatch strategy of the 3 diesel generators at KLFN.
falls below 80% of the rated output of the next smaller generator and stays in that con-
dition for 15 minutes, then the smaller unit will turn on and supply the load, while the
larger unit will turn off.
The dispatch of the generators for a typical selected day in KLFN, the frequency profile
of the system and the voltage profile at the generation bus for the same selected day are
shown in Figures 3.6-3.8, respectively. The major spikes observed in these profiles are
related to the transition of power between diesel generator units.
Besides the high cost of fuel, high O&M cost, fuel transportation issues and high carbon
emissions, falling into the Load Restriction (LR) status has been the community’s main
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Figure 3.7: Frequency profile of the system for the selected day at KLFN.
















Figure 3.8: Voltage profile (RMS of phase A voltage) at generation bus for the selected
day at KLFN.
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challenge since 2007; this means that the community has reached a point where the peak
load constitutes more than 75% of the diesel generation capacity, according to HORCI. By
2014, the peak demand exceeded 90% of the capacity of the largest diesel generator unit.
Consequently, the community was not allowed to connect any new consumption to the
distribution system, implying that no new building can be built that will receive electricity
supply; as a result, in past few years, the community has been in a no-growth scenario,
and has been trying to work with Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada
(AANDC) to get funding to upgrade the plant and increase the power generation capac-
ity; meanwhile, the community is looking for alternatives to provide additional electricity
supply to help them deal with growth issues. There are some very short-term and some
longer-term development alternatives to deal with the need for power generation capacity
expansion. For example as a short-term solution, solar panels have been installed on the
roof top of the water treatment plant. Longer-term plan includes integrating renewable
energy resources (such as wind and solar) and energy storage, to form an isolated micro-
grid which certainly requires further studies in different aspects, such as feasibility study,
component sizing, and control and management of the microgrid.
The following subsections describe the details of planning an RE-based isolated micro-
grid for KLFN.
3.3.1 Stage I
Recognizing the available resources is the first step in starting a microgrid planning project.
In most remote communities, on-site measured wind speed and solar irradiation data is
rarely available. These type of data is usually estimated and might not be a good repre-
sentative of the real available resources at these locations. In case of KLFN community,
a set of on-site measured data (including three phase voltages, currents, active, reactive
and apparent powers, power factor and frequency) with one second resolution has been
collected by installing measurement equipment at the diesel generation station, three 10
kW Bergey wind turbine terminals, community store, water treatment plant, solar panel
terminals, community school, nursing station, police station, sewage and a number of res-
idential households. The measured output powers of installed wind turbines and solar
panels is used as the baseline for selecting the ratings of wind turbines and solar panels for
integration in KLFN.
The cost analysis of equipment in remote communities is performed differently com-
pared to on-grid installations. Special deployment conditions such as limited local equip-
ment, site remoteness, limited local technical resources, difficulty of transportation and
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Table 3.2: Equipment deployment cost at KLFN [60]
Total Installation Cost O&M Cost
Small Wind Turbine
(Prated = 50kW )
13,414 $/kW 0.15 $/kWh
Solar Photovoltaic 8,365 $/kW 0.09 $/kWh
Battery Bank 650 $/kWh 0.08 $/kWh
Diesel Generator 400 $/kW 0.84 $/kWh
short construction season impact the overall cost of equipment at remote communities.
Therefore, equipment costs can reach up to 2.5 times of those for on-grid installations [60].
The cost of deployment of wind turbines include the costs of turbine, tower, foundation
and crane, as well as cost of installation, logistics, and spare parts. For solar PV, the de-
ployment cost include costs of the panels, converter and connection equipment. The cost
of wind turbine at remote communities ranges between $5000 and $7000 per kW for the
turbine itself. Including the additional costs, the total cost will be around $13000-$14000
per kW [60]. The installation cost of solar panels is considerably lower compared to that
of wind turbines due to their modularity which makes the transportation easier. The total
installation cost of solar panels including the cost of the panels, converters and spare parts
in remote communities ranges between $8000 and $9000 per kW [60]. The installation
cost of battery storage system at KLFN, based on the data available for a Rolls/Surrete
battery unit (4KSS21P), 4V, 1104Ah, 4.42kWh, considering the cost of the equipment,
inverter, connection and transportation, is estimated at around $650 per kWh. The cost
of additional diesel generator units is estimated to range from $200 to $500 per kW. Ta-
ble 3.2 summarizes the estimated total installation and O&M costs of the RE equipment
at KLFN.
In the past few years, various research groups and individuals have been involved with
KLFN community in order to identify different aspects of the microgrid planning project,
including community engagement, identifying the available resources and existing chal-
lenges [61].
3.3.2 Stage II
The optimization model of the planning problem is solved to find the optimal RE com-
bination over a 20-year planning horizon for KLFN. The first five years are considered as
the investment period of the project and the investment decisions and operation of the
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equipment are assumed to be implemented at the beginning of each year. The community
store (with peak consumption of around 70 kW at 2014) and water treatment plant (with
peak consumption of around 40 kW at 2014) are considered unsubsidized customers and
the rest of the community load falls under subsidized electricity rate category. The loss of
opportunity cost, (2.56), is assumed to be zero for KLFN. The equipment lifetime, except
for the ESS, is assumed to be 20 years. Thus, it is assumed that the replacement costs of
the equipment is out of scope of the current funding mechanisms and is equal to zero in
this case. It is also assumed that installation and replacement of diesel generators is not
within current funding structure. The funding resources to replace or purchase new diesel
generators and other equipment is likely to be provided by different resources. Thus, they
are not included in the optimization problem. It is assumed that the community becomes
the owner of added RE and ESS equipment; However, operation and maintenance of all
the generation units and equipment is the responsibility of the utility, i.e., HORCI. Incen-
tive mechanisms are devised to encourage the integration of RE resources; they include
allocation of extra funding for integration of ESS and providing incentives to subsidized
customers for deployment of RE resources. Table 3.3 lists the parameter values used for
optimizing the microgrid structure for KLFN.
The optimization problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
problem, where the variables are the number of wind turbine and solar PV units, the
power and energy capacities of ESS units and the dispatch of power among generation
units and the loads for 20 years. The optimization problem is solved for two cases, with
and without considering ESS units, as there might be conditions where incorporating ESS
is not feasible. The problem is solved using GAMS/CPLEX solver on a desktop PC. The
proposed planning platform is used during the planning process of a remote microgrid
rather than the real-time operation. Hence, the simulation time is not a concern in this
work and is not measured.
A summary of the results of the planning optimization problem is presented in Ta-
ble 3.4. Two different cases, with and without considering ESS integration, are illustrated.
Inclusion of ESS helps to increase the penetration level of RE by almost 100% for both
customer groups. The social welfare is almost doubled after inclusion of ESS. However,
the project’s initial capital cost increases from $1.79M to $3.27M. Thus, higher initial
investments are required when considering ESS integration in the planning project.
The unsubsidized customers make the most benefit by integrating RE resources, while
RE integration for subsidized customers is hardly justified considering the low income
obtained as a result of paying already lower electricity rates.
The diesel generator power generation over the 20-year planning horizon decreases by
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Table 3.3: Parameter values of case study [19]
Parameter Value Parameter Value












Cenergy ($/kWh) 600 rb (%) 5
dgsmin 0.4 rdi (%) 6
bltk (years) 15 ri (%) 1
ηch (%) 95 RP
min
t (kW) 400
ηdis (%) 95 SOCmax (%) 80














V arOMCi ($/kWh) 0.0011
aPV,bWind,c ESS, dUnsubsidized customer,e Subsidized customer
almost 2% when considering ESS integration compared to the case without ESS. The total
diesel fuel consumption over 20 years for the case without ESS is 97% of the base case
without any RE integration. Integration of ESS and RE can reduce the fuel consumption
to 95% of the base case with zero RE penetration. The low capacity factors of RE resources
at KLFN and high costs of RE equipment deployment are the main factors limiting the
penetration level of RE resources at KLFN. In remote communities with larger capacity
factors for RE resources and lower cost of transportation, the planning problem’s solution
allows higher RE penetration level, resulting in lower diesel fuel consumption. Further de-
crease in cost of RE integration will also lead to solutions suggesting higher RE penetration
level. These will become more clear with the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.4: Summary of the results of the multiple-year planning problem
Without ESS With ESS
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 50a 30a 100b 240b 125b 150b
Wind turbine size kW 60b 20b - - - -
ESS power size kW - - - 145b 100b -
ESS energy size kWh - - - 725b 495b -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 20.99 19.95 1.35 38.45 43.53 2.02
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 1.79 3.27
Solar M$ 0.4 0.25 0.66 1.6 0.83 0.99
Wind M$ 0.65 0.22 - - - -
ESS M$ - - - 0.57 0.39 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 0.758 0.348 0.384 1.208 0.630 0.575
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 0.665 0.307 0.360 1.024 0.560 0.540
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.093 0.041 0.024 0.184 0.07 0.035
Total Welfare M$ 0.158 0.287
Average diesel power generation GWh/year 5.86 5.75
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 5th year,c 6th year
Average diesel power generation for the case with no RE integration: 6.017 GWh/year
3.3.3 Stage III
The optimal unit sizes, obtained in Stage II, are used to evaluate the impact of optimally
selected sizes of generation units on the frequency and voltage profile of the system. In
these evaluation studies, the RE output power is considered as negative load since the
penetration level of RE resources is low.
Frequency Profile Simulation
The AGC block of the system, presented in Figure 2.9, is modeled in MATLAB/SIMULINK
to derive the frequency profile. The parameters used in the AGC block are obtained based
on the range of values given in literature and trial and error to get the closest frequency
profile compared to the measured data. The diesel generator and ESS are modeled as first
order transfer functions where ESS response is ten times faster than the diesel generator’s.
The on-site measured data at KLFN with 1-second time resolution including load demand,
wind turbine output power and solar panel output power are used to simulate the frequency
of the system before and after RE integration. The results for a sample of 2-hour period
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are demonstrated in Figure 3.9.
































































Figure 3.9: Comparison between frequency profiles of the system before and after RE
integration for a sample 2-hour period in 6th year, for these sample periods: PDmaxAug. =
506kW , PDminAug. = 417kW , PD
max
Dec. = 774kW , PD
min
Dec. = 700kW , Prea
max
Aug. = 195kW ,
PreaminAug. = 35kW , Prea
max
Dec. = 18kW , Prea
min
Dec. = 9kW .
As it is seen from Figure 3.9, the frequency deviations after the addition of RE resources
are considerably larger than those with zero RE penetration. Hence, if the system operator
decides that the frequency is not regulated tightly enough, in order to limit the frequency
deviation of the system (|∆f | = |f − fnom.|), the penetration level of RE resources should
be decreased or ESS contribution in frequency regulation must be considered.
Voltage Profile Simulation
The voltage profile of the system after addition of RE resources is studied in order to
consider the inclusion of additional components for voltage regulation purposes, if required.
The power network structure of KLFN community that was identified using available
maps and drawings, is shown in Figure 3.10, where the locations of diesel generation station,
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𝑍 = 3.39 × 10−4 + 𝑗 3.25 × 10−4 𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑠 𝑚   
Figure 3.10: The network structure of KLFN.
Power flow analysis, presented in section 2.1.4, is performed on the KLFN network for
many instances during planning horizon, to cover most of the possible voltage events, in
order to investigate the profile of system voltages after the addition of RE resources. The
distribution voltage level at KLFN network is 25 kV, and three-phase and single-phase
transformers are installed at load buses. Because of the KLFN network configuration,
proper selection of the feeder impedances and load profile, the power losses are very low
and the voltage drops are almost negligible. Figure 3.11 demonstrates the simulated voltage
profile at KLFN network buses over a 24-hour period, after inclusion of RE resources. As
it can be seen, the voltage levels at all buses are very close to the nominal value. Thus, it
can be inferred that integration of RE resources has no considerable adverse effect on the
























Figure 3.11: Voltage profiles at different buses over a sample 24-hour period, for this sample
period: PD = 740kW and Prea = 4kW .
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3.3.4 Stage IV
The comprehensive study of the frequency and voltage profiles of the system, in stage
III, determines the need for taking complementary actions. In the case of KLFN system,
frequency deviations are not within the desired tolerance band of ±1.4% around the nom-
inal value. Thus, extra constraints have to be incorporated to ensure tighter regulation of
frequency. If ESS integration is not a feasible option for KLFN network, the maximum
allowed RE fluctuation rate should be determined based on the desired frequency devia-
tion limit. Then, an additional constraint, (3.17), is added to the optimization problem to
enforce upper limit of RE generation. The maximum fluctuation limit of the RE resources
is determined based on (2.9) and the dynamic model of the system, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.9. Figure 3.12 presents the minimum and maximum frequencies for each percentage
of optimal RE generation level, determined by the solution of the optimization problem in
stage II.
































Figure 3.12: Maximum and minimum frequencies of the system vs. percentage of optimal
RE generation level, determined in stage II.
As it is observed and anticipated, frequency deviations decrease by reducing the RE
generation. In order to obtain frequency deviations within ±1.4% of the nominal frequency,
the fluctuations introduced to the system should be limited to 65% of the value determined
by the result of the optimization problem in stage II (i.e., Mpen. = 0.65). The penetration
level constraint is added to the optimization problem in stage II and the new optimal
solution is obtained. Table 3.5 summarizes the results of the optimization problem before
and after considering the penetration level constraint, for the case where integration of
ESS is not considered.
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Table 3.5: Summary of the results of the multiple-year planning problem, without ESS




Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 50a 30a 100b 100b - -
Wind Turbine size kW 60b 20b - 20b 20b -
ESS power size kW - - - - - -
ESS Energy Size kWh - - - - - -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 20.99 19.95 1.35 16.7 9.17 0
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 1.79 0.82
Solar M$ 0.4 0.25 0.66 0.66 - -
Wind M$ 0.65 0.22 - 0.22 0.22 -
ESS M$ - - - - - -
Total Welfare M$ 0.159 0.144
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 5th year,c 6th year
It is apparent that the RE generation level decreases by introducing the additional
penetration level constraint to the system. Note that, in this case, the subsidized customer’s
RE penetration is reduced to zero. The unsubsidized customers’ RE penetrations are also
decreased to take into account the limit on total RE output power fluctuations injected
to the microgrid. Figure 3.13 shows the impact of limiting RE generation on frequency
profile of the system for a selected 2-hour period, where the difference is more noticeable
during the summer due to low RE power generation in winter.
In a different case, where ESS integration is regarded as a viable option for KLFN
community and funding resources are available to cover the costs of ESS, the ESS reserve
capacity can be used to help mitigate the frequency deviations. In this case, the power
and energy sizing of the ESS not only depends on the distribution of dispatch of the
power between ESS and diesel generator, but also on the level of participation of ESS
in frequency control services. An incentive mechanism is also considered to remunerate
the power and energy capacity of the ESS that is allocated for frequency control actions,
taking the available price range in the literature into account [62], and making assumptions
accordingly.
The reserve capacity requirements of the ESS for participation in frequency control are
determined based on (2.10)-(2.18), according to the block diagram shown in Figure 3.14.
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Frequency profile, Winter, Limited RE Generation
Figure 3.13: The comparison between frequency profiles of the system before and after
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∆𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 − ∆𝑃𝑅𝐸  
Secondary 
Control
Figure 3.14: Joint contribution of ESS and diesel generator to frequency control.
The percentages of the energy and power capacities of the ESS to be reserved for
regulation services (βfE and βfP ) are determined by deriving the profile of the required
energy versus participation factor and the required power versus frequency deviations,
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.15.
The values of βfP and βfE are determined based on the specific requirements of the
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Figure 3.15: The required energy and power capacities for control actions versus partici-
pation factor of ESS and frequency deviations, respectively.
system operation. In this case, it is assumed that the desired frequency deviation range is
±1.4% of the nominal frequency and the participation factor of ESS is 0.1. These values
are introduced to the optimization problem as the additional required power and energy
capacities of the ESS. The optimization problem is solved again to revise the results by
considering the regulation constraints, (3.19)-(3.21). The ESS unit at the community store
is selected as the candidate unit for participation in frequency control reserve. βfP and
βfE values are equivalent to 10% and 3%, respectively, and the corresponding incentives
for primary and secondary frequency reserves are PINC = 300$/kW.year and EINC =
350$/kWh.year. A summary of the results are presented in Table 3.6.
The results summarized in Table 3.6 demonstrate that the RE penetration level is in-
creased after inclusion of stage III, due to added ESS power and energy available for control
actions, encouraged by frequency regulation incentives. The total welfare, after inclusion of
stage III results, is increased by almost 45% in this case, due to the additional savings and
income obtained by added RE unit sizes and incentive mechanisms; however, the initial
capital costs are increased from $3.27 M to $4.16 M which is a 27% increase in the initial
capital costs. Figure 3.16 illustrates the impact of ESS contribution to frequency regula-
tion on frequency profile of the system for a selected 2-hour period. The improvements in
frequency profile are noticed in both winter and summer.
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Table 3.6: Summary of the results of the multiple-year planning problem, considering ESS
integration, before and after inclusion of frequency regulation constraints
Stage II results
Stage III included
(βfE = 3%, βfP = 10%)
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 240b 125b 150b 300b 135b 190b
Wind Turbine size kW - - - - - -
ESS power size kW 145b 100b - 265b 105b -
ESS Energy Size kWh 725b 495b - 1325b 515b -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 38.45 43.53 2.02 47.15 46.03 2.56
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 3.27 4.16
Solar M$ 1.6 0.83 0.99 1.99 0.89 1.26
Wind M$ - - - - - -
ESS M$ 0.57 0.39 - 1.03 0.40 -
Total Welfare M$ 0.289 0.416
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 5th year,c 6th year
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Frequency,Winter,ESS contributes in frequency control
Figure 3.16: The comparison between frequency profile of the system before and after ESS




























































Figure 3.17: Developed structure for the case study.
3.4 Case Study for Voltage Regulation
In order to demonstrate the impact of RE integration on voltage regulation, a network
structure is developed to make it possible to observe voltage events such as over voltage
and under voltages, using the load and generation data of KLFN. Thus, the structure shown
in Figure 3.17 is adopted to investigate the impact of voltage regulation constraints on the
sizing of the system. The developed network parameters are summarized in Table 3.7 and
Table 3.8.
Power flow analysis, presented in subsection 2.1.4, is performed on the developed net-
work for different loading conditions. With a constant increase in load demand in the
planning horizon and during heavy load periods, which basically happen in winter time
and when the generation level of RE resources is very low, the voltage level at the end of
the distribution feeder can drop to values lower than those allowed by system operation
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Table 3.7: Line connectivity of the network
from to type length(m) from to type length(m)
1 2 2 3000 23 24 1 50
2 3 2 500 24 25 1 50
3 4 2 500 25 26 1 50
4 5 2 500 26 27 1 50
5 6 2 500 27 28 1 50
6 7 2 500 8 29 1 50
7 8 2 500 29 30 1 50
8 9 2 500 9 31 1 50
9 10 2 500 31 32 1 50
10 11 2 500 10 33 1 50
11 12 2 500 33 34 1 50
12 13 2 500 34 35 1 50
13 14 2 500 35 36 1 50
14 15 2 500 11 37 1 50
2 16 1 50 37 38 1 50
3 17 1 50 12 39 1 50
4 18 1 50 13 40 1 50
5 19 1 50 40 41 1 50
6 20 1 50 14 42 1 50
20 21 1 50 15 43 1 50
7 22 1 50 43 44 1 50
22 23 1 50 44 45 1 50
Table 3.8: Impedance for different conductors
Impedance (ohm/m)
type Phase a b c
1
a 0.632+j0.218 0.033+j0.303 0.033+j0.303
b 0.033+j0.303 0.632+j0.218 0.033+j0.303
c 0.033+j0.303 0.033+j0.303 0.632+j0.218
2
a 0.458+j0.851 0.0021+j0.188 0.0021+j0.188
b 0.0021+j0.188 0.458+j0.851 0.0021+j0.188
c 0.0021+j0.188 0.0021+j0.188 0.458+j0.851
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regulations, such as ±6% for hydro one networks [63]. These under voltage events are not
resulted from integration of RE resources; however, integration of RE and ESS units in-
troduces additional equipment to the network which can help to mitigate those problems.
During light load periods in summer time where RE generation can reach its maximum
levels, over voltages can occur at the DG interconnection point and nearby buses.
The voltage profile of the developed network is simulated, for a typical winter day with
very low RE generation level, during a 24-hour period and the results are demonstrated in
Figure 3.18. It can be seen that, under voltage events can happen at the end of the line,
considering a ±6% voltage regulation standard.























Figure 3.18: Voltage profiles at the main feeder buses for a typical winter day over a
24-hour period.
The voltage profile at the distribution line connecting the water treatment plant to the
main feeder for a 24-hour period in a typical day in summer where the RE generation level
is high is shown in Figure 3.19. This is for the case where ESS integration is not feasible.
The voltage level at the DG interconnection point increases when the RE generation levels
increase and there are time periods where the DG interconnection voltage level exceed the
6% voltage limit.
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Figure 3.19: Voltage profiles at distribution buses for a typical summer day over a 24-hour
period.
In order to mitigate the impact of RE integration on over voltages and help mitigate
under voltage problems there are a set of actions that can be taken:
1. Limiting RE generation level: This option can be considered where ESS integration
to absorb the extra RE generation is not feasible and the inverters interfacing the RE
resources to the microgrid are required to operate at unity power factor; hence, they can
not absorb reactive power. Thus, the maximum feeder capacity for RE integration must be
determined and a constraint should be added to the optimization problem to impose this
limit, as presented in (3.25). This can be done by reducing the amount of RE generation
at the network bus with over voltage problem and observing the maximum threshold for
keeping the voltages within limits. In this network, the maximum RE generation at bus
number 28 should be limited to 85% of the optimal RE generation obtained in Stage II.
The additional constraint is introduced to the optimization problem and a new set of
optimal results are obtained. The results are summarized in Table 3.9. Another scenario
by inclusion of both frequency and voltage regulation constraints is also investigated and
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Nwtppen. = 0.85% )
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 50a 30a 100b 50a 25a 105c 100b - - 110c - -
Wind Turbine size kW 60b 20b - 80c - - 20b 20b - - - -
ESS power size kW - - - - - - - - - - - -
ESS Energy Size kWh - - - - - - - - - - - -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REd
% 20.99 19.95 1.35 24.56 9.38 1.42 16.7 9.17 0 16.69 0 0
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 0.40 0.25 0.66 0.40 0.21 0.69 0.66 - - 0.73 - -
Wind M$ 0.65 0.22 - 0.86 - - 0.22 0.22 - - - -
ESS M$ - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Welfare M$ 0.159 0.148 0.144 0.139
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 4th year,c 5th year,d 6th year
the optimal solution is presented in Table 3.9.
It can be seen from the results that including the voltage regulation constraint, limits
the penetration level of RE for community water treatment plant, located at bus number 28,
while the RE penetration level increases for the community store and slightly for subsidized
customers, to maximize the community welfare. Including frequency and voltage regulation
constraints together, further decreases the RE penetration level for all customer types,
making it only feasible for community store to incorporate RE resources. It should be noted
that, frequency regulation constraint, limits the total amount of RE generation for the
entire microgrid, while voltage regulation constraint, restricts the RE generation only for
the buses with over voltage problem. As can bee seen from the results shown in Table 3.9,
frequency regulation constraint has more impact on limiting the RE generation compared
to voltage regulation constraint. Figure 3.20 shows the voltage profiles after including the
voltage regulation constraint for the same summer day considered in Figure 3.19. The
impact of limiting the RE generation level at bus number 28 on solving the over voltage
problem can be observed.
2. Providing reactive power support: To determine the amount and location of Var support
devices such as shunt capacitors for installation in the network, an ORPP program is run to
obtain the required amount of reactive power for injection to the microgrid to avoid under
voltage problems. The ORPP program objective is to minimize the amount of required
reactive resources at candidate buses. In this case, buses number 13, 14, and 15 are selected
as candidate buses for Var device installation. The constraints of the ORPP problem are
the active and reactive power balance equations, active and reactive power generation
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Figure 3.20: Voltage profiles at distribution buses after limiting the RE generation at bus
28.
limits, bus voltage limits and Var source sizing limit. An alternative for installation of
Var support devices is to make use of the available power inverters interfacing the RE and
ESS units to the microgrid. In this case, the rating of the inverter is determined by taking
the reactive power transfer capability into account, while maintaining the full active power
transfer capability. However, this option is restricted by the location of installed RE and
ESS resources. A summary of the possible actions to mitigate the under voltage voltage
problem by reactive power support is as follows:
• Installation of a capacitor bank at bus 15 to compensate the losses: during the 20-
year planning horizon the load growth can push the microgrid towards under voltage
occurrences; thus, to compensate for the losses a capacity of 65 kVar (three-phase)
can be installed to support the microgrid during under voltage events in the 20-year
planning horizon, as suggested by ORPP problem. This installation can happen
anytime during planning horizon where the under voltage problems arise as a result
of load growth. In the studied case, the under voltage problems mainly begin and
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continue to happen in the 18th year. Thus, it is required to look into options to
mitigate these problems in 18th year of the planning horizon.
The capacitor bank cost in $/Kvar depends on many factors including the voltage
level of the bank, number of switched stages and control requirements [64]. As an ex-
ample, the capacitor bank equipment costs can vary between 2$/Kvar and 10$/Kvar
for standard two bushing capacitors, where higher costs are associated with the lower
capacitor Kvar ratings [64]. This cost estimate does not take the unique nature of
northern community projects and the installation cost of equipment into account. In
the case of KLFN the cost estimate for equipment and installations can reach up to
2.5 times on-grid installations [19]. The assumption is that the cost of the capacitor
bank is provided by the utility which takes care of the operation and maintenance
of the system. Hence, it is not included in the planning optimization problem which
takes the costs paid for by the community into account.
• Allocation of inverter capacity at bus 38 to accommodate reactive power transfer:
Inverters are power electronic devices capable of participating in active and reactive
power transfers. However, their capability is restricted by the ability of their switches
to withstand voltages and currents. In order for inverters to be able to participate
in reactive power transfer and to provide the full amount of required active power,
their total rating must be selected according to the total required apparent power
capacity. In this case, up to 75 kVar (three-phase) capacity participation from the
inverters located at bus number 38 can prevent the occurrence of under voltages after
the 18th year of the 20-years planning horizon, as suggested by ORPP problem. This
option is more expensive compared to the case where capacitor banks are installed (up
to 5 times the cost of capacitor banks); However, the flexibility and rapid response
provided by power electronic converters is notably superior [65, 66]. ESS can be
utilized as a reactive power compensation device while making use of its active power
exchange capability [66,67].
Figure 3.21 presents the voltage profiles after inclusion of reactive power support to the
microgrid for the same winter day considered in Figure 3.18. As it is seen, the under
voltage problem is solved as a result of providing reactive power support to the microgrid.
3.5 Summary
A novel multi-stage, multiple-year planning platform is presented in this chapter that
considers the frequency and voltage regulation constraints in the planning and sizing of
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Figure 3.21: Voltage profiles at the main feeder buses for a typical winter day over a
24-hour period after addition of reactive power support.
a remote microgrid. The proposed framework optimizes the system sizing and structure,
while taking the frequency and voltage regulation constraints of the system into account.
The isolated microgrid planning project for remote communities is identified, optimized
and evaluated during multiple stages. Frequency and voltage regulations, as two of the
most important power system operation requirements, are used to investigate the effect
of inclusion of regulation constraints in optimal planning on system sizing. Frequency
and voltage are simulated for the proposed unit sizes and according to the frequency and
voltage regulation limits, decisions are made to limit RE penetration level, dedicate extra
ESS capacity to frequency/voltage regulation or add Var compensation devices in order
to keep the frequency and voltage within acceptable limits. Additional constraints are
added to the optimization problem to address the decisions made. The performance of
the proposed platform is put to test by conducting a case study for planning an isolated




Selection of the Energy Storage
Systems
In this Chapter the different aspects of selecting a proper energy storage system for isolated
microgrids of remote communities are discussed. Several ESS types are reviewed and
their main features are explained and compared. Selection of an ESS system for KLFN
community is investigated, considering integration of a battery ESS or combination of a
battery and a flywheel ESS. The results of the planning optimization problem that considers
ESS integration for energy management and regulation tasks are presented.
4.1 Energy Storage Systems
Nowadays, energy storage plays a significant role in the power grid by providing numerous
services including load leveling, asset deferral, ramping and regulation. Load leveling is
the act of storing energy during off-peak periods and delivering it back to the grid when
the demand is high. Asset deferral is to address the peak load growth by deferring large
investments on generation, transmission and distribution via storage to make the best use
of available assets. Ramping/capacity firming is to make up for the low ramp rates of
conventional power generation units to keep up with highly intermittent and fluctuating
nature of RE resources. ESS can provide much higher ramp rates compared to the tra-
ditional generation units. ESS can also provide fast response to the changes in system
frequency and voltage by injecting or absorbing power very quickly.
Various types of energy storage systems are capable of enabling one or more of the
above-mentioned services. However, there is no single ESS that can provide all required
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services for all applications. Thus, selecting the proper type and size of ESS for each
application requires a thorough investigation of the power system characteristics and re-
quirements to determine the best available ESS options that can satisfy the needs to the
highest extent.
4.2 ESS in Microgrids of Remote Communities
In remote communities, ESS can be utilized to enable/facilitate the incorporation RE
resources into the microgrid and improve service quality. Considering the fact that most
microgrids of remote communities are isolated (i.e., operating independent of the main
power grid), ESS can be of great significance in providing uninterruptible electricity service
to the customers. However, specific requirements have to be met by the ESS in order to
be considered a suitable option for operation in microgrids of remote communities.
Considering the remoteness of the locations and lack of easy access to experienced
technicians and other resources on-site, one of the most desired characteristics of a re-
mote community ESS is high level of technology maturity. Moreover, similar to any other
investment project, an ESS technology with relatively low capital, operation and main-
tenance costs is preferred for remote community microgrids. Other important factors to
consider when looking for ESS options for remote community microgrids are the geograph-
ical, environmental and climate-related aspects. Some ESS technologies, such as pumped
hydro, require specific geography to be available for their implementation. There are also
technologies that use toxic material, including batteries that contain lead or cadmium,
and require proper handling and care to avoid hazards. Manufacturing and recycling of
these technologies increase the risk of exposure of these materials [68]; thus, they are not
the most preferred choices from environmental impact point of view. Furthermore, many
remote communities are located in areas where harsh weather conditions make it diffi-
cult or impossible for operation of some ESS technologies without taking extra measures.
Technologies such as Sodium-Sulfur battery operate efficiently in high temperature ranges
(300-350◦C) and require proper thermal management for their operation which eventually
could increase their size and decrease their efficiency [69].
In addition to the above-mentioned factors affecting selection of ESS for remote com-
munity microgrids, the role of the ESS in the microgrid (e.g., energy management or reg-
ulation) is a key factor in selecting the type and size of ESS. Batteries, fuel cells, pumped
hydro and compressed air energy storage are examples of ESS types that can be used for
long-term energy management tasks, including load leveling. On the other hand, flywheel,
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batteries, Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES), capacitor and super capac-
itor are best suited for short-term power management purposes, such as regulation and
stabilization. Furthermore, in microgrids with high RE penetration levels, there is a need
for fast-acting ESS, with high ramping rates and high speed of response, to compensate
for the rapidly-varying generation.
4.3 Kasabonika Lake First Nation Community
The optimal RE and ESS unit sizes for KLFN community are obtained by solving a plan-
ning optimization problem, where the goal is to maximize community’s social welfare. The
results are presented in Table 3.4. The ESS sizing suggested by Stage II results considers
only the long-term energy management role of the ESS in the microgrid, including load
leveling. However, if ESS were to participate in regulation tasks, there should be extra
capacity allocated for short-term regulation services provided by ESS, as suggested by
Stage III results. Hence, the technology selected for this application should be capable
of providing both long-term and short-term services to the grid or a hybrid ESS should
be taken into consideration. Considering the specific geographic condition of the KLFN
community and the required maturity level of ESS, among various technologies utilized for
both types of services, the followings are the most feasible ESS options:
• Lithium-ion battery
• Flow battery
• Hydrogen Fuel cell
• Flywheel
4.3.1 Lithium-ion Battery
Lithium-ion batteries have been used in portable electronics applications for quite a while
and are the main technology for the ESS of EVs; however, their use in stationary power
grid applications is still under development compared to other well-established technologies
such as lead-acid or nickel-cadmium batteries. Nevertheless, they are finding their ways
into stationary applications due to their superior features compared to their competitors.
With nickel-cadmium batteries being slowly eliminated from market due to environmental
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concerns and cost-related factors [70], lead-acid batteries, which have been around for more
than a century, are the main contenders for lithium-ion batteries.
Although high cost of lithium-ion technology and its lower level of technology maturity
compared to lead-acid are still some of the shortcomings of this technology, higher energy
density and specific energy, longer cycle life, better discharge rate and lower sensitivity
to temperature make lithium-ion a more favorable choice for power grid applications [71].
The increase in the number of Electric Vehicles (EVs) and the possibility of reusing the
EV batteries in stationary applications, after their energy storage capacity and efficiency
degrade to levels below those required for EVs, can also contribute to decreasing the overall
cost of lithium-ion batteries for stationary grid-scale applications [72], leading to further
integration of ESS in remote communities. It should also be mentioned that, lead is a
hazardous material and considering the lower energy density of lead-acid batteries, their
manufacturing and recycling leads to greater amounts of environmental impacts. Addi-
tionally, since lead-acid batteries have shorter cycle life and require regular maintenance,
they are not a good choice for long term energy management applications [70].
With development of innovative technologies that enable the integration of ESS in
communities such as KLFN, where extremely low temperatures limit the use of some
ESS types, lithium-ion battery is becoming a more interesting option for integration in
such applications. The installation of SAFT’s ”Cold Temperature Package” lithium-ion
technology in Kotzebue (Alaska) [73] and Colville Lake (NWT, Canada) [74], shows a
promising future for utilization of lithium-ion batteries in remote communities with extreme
climate conditions.
4.3.2 Flow Battery
Flow batteries are electrochemical energy storage systems, featuring independent power
and energy ratings. This desirable feature makes them flexible to operate in both short-
term and long-term applications. However, their low energy density is a disadvantage that
limits their use for some applications. Flow batteries have lower efficiency compared to
lithium-ion battery. Even though they have a wider range of SOC operation compared to
lithium-ion batteries, the difference in efficiency still makes lithium-ion battery a better
option [75] in terms of the savings that can be obtained. The energy costs ($/kWh) of
flow battery are lower than those of lithium-ion, while the power costs ($/kW) are rather
higher [75]. Utilization of this type of battery in cold temperatures requires appropriate
temperature control mechanisms or proper insulation to prevent performance deterioration
and battery damage [76].
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There are a few cases of flow battery application in remote areas [77, 78], but there
is no clear evidence of possibility of successful operation of this battery type in northern
Canada remote communities.
4.3.3 Hydrogen Fuel cell
Hydrogen Fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device that together with an
electrolyzer and hydrogen storage tanks makes a complete energy storage system. Fuel
cell uses hydrogen and oxygen to generate electricity. The reverse reaction takes place in
an electrolyzer, releasing oxygen and hydrogen by using electricity and water. The main
features of fuel cell are high energy density, scalability, modular structure and low energy
efficiency. The charging rate, discharging rate and storage capacity of this ESS type are
independent of one another. This ESS also creates less environmental impacts compared
to batteries. However, fuel cell has relatively higher power and energy costs compared to
batteries [79].
With integration and operation of this technology in remote communities such as Bella
Coola (BC, Canada) [80] and Ramea Island (NFL, Canada) [81], the interest in integration
of Hydrogen technologies in remote communities can potentially grow noticeably.
4.3.4 Flywheel
Flywheel is a high-inertia mechanical system, comprising a rotor, a stator and bearings,
that stores energy in the form of kinetic energy. Storing energy increases the speed of the
rotor and discharging it decreases the speed. This ESS type can only deliver or absorb
power for very short durations (5-30 seconds), thus it is suitable for short-term high-
power applications such as regulation. Flywheel is a quite mature technology, with main
features including long lifetime and cycle stability, little maintenance requirement, high
power density, high efficiency and being environmentally benign [79]. Flywheels can also
operate in a wide range of temperatures and have lower failure rate compared to batteries.
However, their major shortcoming is high level of self-discharge due to losses resulting from
moving parts [82]. This ESS type has low power cost ($/kW) compared to battery types,
while its energy cost ($/kWh) is relatively high [69].
Because flywheels are not capable of providing energy for long durations, their com-
bination with other ESSs that are suitable for energy applications, is a good choice for
providing both long-term and short-term services to the microgrids.
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Li-ion Battery Developed 1200-4000 600-2500 1000-10000 up to 95% <1/4 cycle Short/long term
Flow Battery Developed 600-1500 150-1000 12000 up to 75% <1/4 cycle Long term
Hydrogen Fuel cell Developing 10000 1000 up to 40% <1/4 cycle Long term
Flywheel Developed 250-350 1000-5000 20000 up to 95% <1 cycle Short term/high power
Two flywheel units operating in parallel in Kodiak Island(Alasaka,USA) [83] and the
flywheel unit installed on St. Paul Island (Alaska,USA) [84], are examples of success-
ful deployment of flywheel energy storage systems to increase RE penetration in isolated
microgrids.
Table 4.1 provides a comparison of the ESS technologies that are suitable for remote
community microgrid application [79], [85].
4.4 ESS Sizing for KLFN Community
Optimal ESS sizing for KLFN is obtained using the multi-stage optimal planning platform
that considers regulation constraints. The assumption is that ESS participates in frequency
control actions as well as energy management tasks. The ESS type and size selected
for this application should be able to meet system’s specific requirements. One of these
requirements is the ramping rate of the RE output power. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 present the
output powers of PV system and wind turbines in KLFN, respectively, based on on-site
measured data for a selected day in summer. The maximum ramping rate for the 10 kW
PV system is more than 20% of the capacity per minute. The ramping rate for wind
turbine output power can reach 50% of the capacity per minute.
Even though the increased number of RE units and their dispersed installations can
have impact on smoothing the overall ramping rate [86], dealing with highly variable gener-
ation can still be challenging. The fast-increasing generation can be curtailed using control
algorithms, while the decreasing ramp is more troublesome to control, as there should
be available resources to compensate for the decreasing generation [86]. Utilizing energy
storage to control the ramp rate of RE units is an effective approach which requires ESS
to be capable of providing high amounts of power during short time intervals. There-
fore, the selected ESS involved in such services should be suitable for power management
applications.
Simulation results for the terminal power of the ESS for KLFN system for a 2-hour
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Figure 4.1: The output power of 10 KW rooftop PV solar system at KLFN.


































Figure 4.2: The output power of 3× 10 KW wind turbines at KLFN.
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Figure 4.3: The simulated profile of terminal power of ESS for KLFN system.
period, considering the optimal sizing of the RE and ESS units determined in the opti-
mization problem, are presented in Figure 4.3. It is shown that the fluctuations of the
power and the ramping rates are significant and the ESS should be capable of participat-
ing in the energy management as well as providing ramping rate support to the system.
Thus, it should have fast response to the variations in power and also should provide high
amounts of power in very short time intervals.
4.4.1 Hybrid ESS
Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS) for microgrid applications are receiving increasing
attention, as combining the advantageous features of two or more ESS types enables both
energy management and power quality improvement. ESS hybridization decreases the
costs of the system, increases the efficiency and lifetime of the system and enables optimal
operation of the ESS in the microgrid [87]. In this type of arrangement, the ESS with high
energy rating, low self-discharge rate and low cost of energy ($/kWh), such as a battery,
can be used to participate in the generation dispatch to supply the load of the system or
to store the extra energy generated by RE resources, whereas the ESS with high power
capability, short response time and low cost of power ($/kW), such as a flywheel, can be
used to support the grid for stabilization and providing regulation services, and to cover
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(βfE = 3%, βfP = 10%)
Scenario II:
Flywheel for primary and
Battery for secondary
frequency control
(βfE = 3%, βfP = 10%)
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 240b 125b 150b 300b 135b 190b 280b 100a 150b
Wind Turbine size kW - - - - - - - - -
ESS power size kW 145b 100b - 265b 105b - 220b 50b -
ESS Energy Size kWh 725b 495b - 1325b 515b - 1100b 250b -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 38.45 43.53 2.02 47.15 46.03 2.56 44.62 33.86 2.02
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 1.6 0.83 0.99 1.99 0.89 1.26 1.86 0.66 0.99
Wind M$ - - - - - - - - -
ESS M$ 0.57 0.39 - 1.03 0.40 - 0.86 0.2 -
Total Welfare M$ 0.289 0.416 0.360
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a4th year,b 5th year,c 6th year
the fast fluctuations in generation and load. This will consequently reduce the need for
frequent battery replacements and also provide support to the frequency regulation of the
system. Thus, two different scenarios for ESS selection for KLFN are considered, besides
the basic application of ESS only for energy management purpose. In the first scenario, a
battery storage system is selected to participate in energy management actions, as well as
to contribute in primary and secondary frequency control tasks. In the second scenario, a
battery and a flywheel are incorporated. The battery participates in energy management
and secondary control actions, while flywheel takes care of the primary frequency control
task. The optimization results are presented in Table 4.2.
• Scenario I: In this case, the ESS unit installed at the store is selected to participate
in frequency control tasks. A battery storage is assumed to participate in energy
management and take care of primary and secondary control actions, with primary
and secondary reserves of 10% and 3% of the rated power and energy capacities
of the battery, respectively. The reserved capacity for frequency control tasks is
rewarded through proper incentives. Hence, the total penetration level of the RE
and the total community welfare are increased due to available incentive rates. The
main disadvantage of this scenario is the reduced lifetime of the battery due to
frequent charging and discharging for primary frequency control actions. The lifetime
of ESS can be reduced in a wide range depending on many factors, including the
energy management strategy and SOC range of the ESS [88]. The performance
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of the battery is impacted significantly due to increased number of cycles and cell
temperature [88]. In this case, replacement of the batteries requires funding resources
and further decreases the total welfare.
In order to demonstrate the impact of replacing the ESS on social welfare and system
costs, the replacement cost of the ESS is considered as a component in the total
project costs and the optimal solution is obtained. It is assumed that the required
funding for ESS replacement is preserved form the beginning of the project. The ESS
lifetime is assumed to be 10 years, where the same amount and type of ESS should
be purchased and installed 10 years after their first installment. It should be noted
that the amount of preserved funding for equipment replacement is equal to their
future value at the time of their replacement. The results, summarized in Table 4.3,
confirm that ESS replacement imposes higher costs on the system which can further
decrease the RE and ESS optimal sizing due to higher costs. The social welfare can
accordingly decrease as a result of higher equipment cost.




Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 300c 135c 190c 225c 135c 140c
Wind turbine size kW - - - - - -
ESS power size kW 265c 105c - 145c 100c -
ESS energy size kWh 1325c 515c - 725c 500c -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 47.15 46.3 2.56 36.49 45.90 1.88
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 1.99 0.89 1.26 1.498 0.899 0.932
Wind M$ - - - - - -
ESS M$ 1.03 0.4 - 0.933 0.391 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 1.675 0.670 0.729 1.239 0.669 0.537
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 1.375 0.601 0.684 1.055 0.597 0.504
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.302 0.069 0.044 0.184 0.072 0.033
Total Welfare M$ 0.416 0.289
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 4th year,c 5th year,d 6th year
• Scenario II: The second option is to incorporate a flywheel storage alongside a bat-
tery system. The battery system (installed at store) participates in energy man-
agement and also secondary frequency control with secondary reserve capacity of
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3% of its rated capacity. The flywheel system is responsible to contribute in pri-
mary frequency control to provide primary reserve capacity. In this scenario, the
contribution of battery in secondary frequency control is rewarded through incen-
tives, whereas no incentives are considered for primary control reserve capacity. In
this case the assumption is that the capital cost for installation of flywheel is not
provided by community; thus, no income is obtained through providing this service.
The main advantage of this scenario over the first scenario is preserving the lifetime
of the battery and reducing the need for battery replacement. The results of the
optimization problem are presented in Table 4.2, where a flywheel unit with capacity
range of 20-50 kW (depending to the available commercial unit sizing) should also be
considered for taking care of the primary frequency reserve requirements. Although,
the welfare is decreased compared to Scenario I due to lack of incentives allocated for
primary frequency reserve, the additional cost for battery replacement in Scenario I
would decrease the total welfare to values lower than those for Scenario II. Thus, the
advantage of this Scenario over Scenario I is performance improvement and lifetime
preservation of battery units.
4.5 Discussion
Integration of ESS in microgrids of remote communities is still restricted due to limited
confidence and experience in successful operation of such systems. High installation, oper-
ation and maintenance costs of ESS are also an important barrier in development of ESS
projects in remote communities. The advances in ESS technologies, ESS price reduction,
financial support from governments and industry and further studies on different aspect
of ESS technology integration can lead to increased number of ESS projects in remote
communities. However, communities such as KLFN can still benefit from ESS technolo-
gies such as lithium-ion battery and flywheel to extend their microgrid and embrace the
addition of RE resources in their power generation portfolio. Considering geographic spec-
ifications of the community, the maturity and availability of the ESS technologies, the
installation and operation costs, the efficiency and lifetime of different ESS technologies
and their environmental impacts, combining lithium-ion battery and flywheel makes a re-




This Chapter provided an overview of different ESS technologies for integration in iso-
lated microgrids of remote communities. The main criteria for selecting the most feasible
ESS options are discussed. Major advantages and shortcomings of various technologies,
including lithium ion battery, flow battery, hydrogen fuel cell and flywheel, are compared.
The methodology of sizing an ESS for KLFN remote community and the possibility of
considering a HESS are introduced. The results of the planning optimization problem for





Footprint, and Sensitivity Analysis
In this Chapter, first the impact of demand response on the optimal sizing of RE and ESS
units for integration in isolated microgrids of remote communities is investigated. It is
assumed that a certain percentage of load demand can be shifted to a different time during
a day and the impact of load shifting on the solution of the planning optimization problem
is evaluated. Next, the impact of integrating RE and ESS on carbon footprint reduction
in remote communities is addressed and studied. Finally, sensitivity analysis is conducted
to assess the effect of varying some of the optimization model parameters on the solution
of optimal microgrid planning problem.
5.1 Demand Response
Electric power generation in remote communities is often characterized by use of expensive
resources, such as diesel fuel. Deploying RE resources in remote locations can also be
costly due to high costs of equipment transportation to remote areas and installation.
Thus, exploring different options for reducing the power generation costs and making the
best use of the available resources is of great importance. Demand Response (DR) can
play an important role in matching the profile of the load demand to that of the generated
power, especially in microgrids with RE integration, where a fraction of the generated
power is intermittent and fluctuating. Implementation of DRM techniques in the control
and management of microgrids can help to increase the benefits obtained by the customers
through improved utilization of the available resources [89–92].
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Implementing DRM includes adjusting the customers’ consumption patterns through
voluntary or automatic processes [89]. The decisions made by customers and the actions
taken by them toward changing the electricity consumption behavior, in response to signals
such as variable electricity pricing, are part of voluntary DRM. Automatic DRM entails
direct control of loads such as heating or cooling systems [89], based on an agreement
between the customers and utility.
The flexibility in consumption patterns can be achieved by rescheduling a specific por-
tion of the total load demand to another time period within a specified time window. The
types of loads that can be considered as flexible/controllable loads include thermostatically-
controllable loads such as water heaters, space heaters and air conditioning units, as well
as appliances that are not necessarily required to operate at a specific time, such as dish-
washers, cloth washers and dryers. These flexible loads constitute about 70% of the total
residential loads [91], that can be managed to contribute to DRM.
Flexible loads can be considered as virtual storage as they can change the energy
consumption patterns by delaying or advancing the energy consumption [89]. They can also
be managed to follow the generation of RE resources; thus, allowing higher RE penetration
levels [90].
In order to implement DRM in remote communities, the composition of loads must be
recognized first. The subsidized customer category mainly includes the residential loads.
The management of these loads can be done automatically by adjusting the thermostats or
voluntarily through a pre-specified schedule provided to the customers. For unsubsidized
customer category which include mostly government and business buildings, depending
on type of loads, a similar management strategy can be used. It should be noted that
residents of remote communities are usually aware of the electric power restrictions in
their community and are often willing to cooperate to overcome the related issues. Their
participation does not necessarily need to be compensated for by incentives. The main
incentive is for the utility which benefits by reducing its costs through efficient utilization of
its resources [89]. In some Canadian remote communities, demand management strategies
including energy efficiency improvements and energy conservation awareness education and
training programs are deployed to reduce fuel consumption and GHG emissions [93].
In order to consider flexible loads in the planning optimization problem, extra set
of constraints are added to the mathematical formulation of the planning problem, as
presented in subsection 3.2.2. The load profile of the system is rescheduled by adding a
flexible load component to the original load profile; hence the rescheduled profile of the
system is derived according to 5.1:
PDresch.i,t,h = PDi,t,h − PDflex.i,t,h (5.1)
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In (5.1), PDi,t,h is the load profile of the system with no flexible loads and PDresch.i,t,h is
the new load profile after considering flexible loads that must be supplied through demand-
supply balance equation, presented in 3.7. PDflex.i,t,h, which is the flexible load compo-
nent, can be positive/negative depending on whether a portion of the load is being shifted
from/to another time within a 24-hour time window. Hence, the total load shifted from/to
another time in each 24-hour period should be zero, as expressed by (5.2). PDflex.i,t,h is
an optimization variable and is determined in the result of the optimization problem. It is
also assumed that hourly flexible load can be no more than a certain percentage (RSCH)
of the hourly load demand, as expressed by (5.3).
24n∑
h=24(n−1)+1
PDflex.i,t,h = 0 ∀i, t, n = 1 : 365 (5.2)
|PDflex.i,t,h| ≤ RSCH · PDi,t,h (5.3)
5.1.1 Case Study: KLFN Community
The optimization problem is solved to evaluate the impact of flexible loads on the solution
of optimal planning problem of KLFN community, using the parameters listed in Table 3.3.
Multiple cases assuming maximum 15% (RSCH = 15%) and 30% (RSCH = 30%) flexi-
bility in total load, with and without integration of ESS, are considered. A summary of the
results of the multiple-year planning problem considering the flexible demand is presented
in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the implementation of DRM for an arbitrary 24-hr period in
KLFN’s subsidized customer group considering maximum 15% flexible load (RSCH =
15%). The total load demand, reschedulable and non-reschedulable portions of the total
load and the maximum permissible flexible demand are shown.
As the results of Table 5.1 show, implementing DRM in remote community micro-
grids can increase the potential benefits provided by integration of RE by decreasing the
mismatch between generation and the load profile.
For the case with 15% flexible load, the RE penetration level decreases compared to the
case with 0% flexible load; however, the total welfare increases due to increased utilization
of resources.
The 30% flexible load, allows for higher penetration of RE compared to the case with
15% flexible load and the total welfare increases as well. The total community welfare
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WTP 30a 20e - - 19.95 0.25 0.22 -
0.158Store 50a 60e - - 20.99 0.40 0.65 -
SbC 100e - - - 1.35 0.6 - -
RSCH=15%
WTP 25e 20e - - 18.5 0.2 0.22 -
0.204Store 100b - - - 16.22 0.7 - -
SbC - - - - ∼ 0 - - -
RSCH=30%
WTP 30d 20e - - 20.35 0.24 0.22 -
0.236Store 100b 60e - - 28.8 0.7 0.65 -




WTP 125e - 100e 495e 43.53 0.83 - 0.39
0.287Store 240e - 145e 725e 38.45 1.6 - 0.57
SbC 150e - - - 2.02 0.99 - -
RSCH=15%
WTP 100e - 50e 250e 34.77 0.66 - 0.20
0.317Store 240e - 140e 700e 39.05 1.6 - 0.55
SbC 100e - - - 1.35 0.66 - -
RSCH=30%
WTP 100e - 100e 270e 35.73 0.66 - 0.28
0.339Store 270e - 150e 750e 43.45 1.8 - 0.58
SbC 145e - - - 1.96 0.96 - -
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 2nd year,c 3rd year,d 4th year,e 5th year,f 6th year
can increase by almost 28% where 15% of the hourly demand can be rescheduled, and the
increase in welfare can rise by 48% where 30% of the demand is reschedulable, for the case
without considering ESS.
For the condition where integration of ESS is considered, implementing demand re-
sponse can increase the welfare by up to 18% which is more than twice the welfare for
the condition where no ESS and DRM are considered. Implementing DRM can replace a
fraction of the required ESS capacity, confirming the role of virtual storage, by shifting the
power demand to different time frames, and decrease the total capital cost of the project.
5.2 Carbon Footprint
There are about 300 remote communities in Canada, and more than 80% of these commu-
nities are electrified by fossil fuel-based generation [94]. These generators consume more
than 215 million liters of fuel per year to generate electricity, which corresponds to more
than 600 kilo-tonnes of CO2 emissions [95]. It is estimated that province of Ontario’s
remote first nation communities produce about 65 kilo-tonnes of GHG emissions annu-
ally, to supply their current electricity demands [96]. Relying on fossil fuel for electricity
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Figure 5.1: Implementation of DRM for an arbitrary 24-hr period in KLFN’s subsidized
customer group considering 15% flexible load.
generation increases the contribution of these communities to GreenHouse Gas (GHG)
emissions as their electric power demand grows. Furthermore, fuel transportation to these
communities which in many cases entails shipment over long distances either by plane or
via winter roads, is another source of GHG emissions. Fuel spills on generation sites and
during transportation also contribute to the total pollution created by fuel-based electric-
ity generation. Figure 5.2 shows the composition of GHG emission sources for HORCI’s
communities [93], where indirect GHG emissions, including fuel transportation, constitute
more than 40% of the total emissions.
In order to reduce dependency on fuel and limit the adverse environmental impacts
of fuel-based power generation, RE integration as well as connection to provincial trans-
mission grids are being considered by federal and provincial governments in Canada, to
promote sustainable power supply to remote communities and decrease GHG emissions.
As an example, the Wataynikaneyap Power project aims to connect the northern On-
tario remote communities to the Ontario’s transmission network. It is estimated that this










Natural Gas Consumption (0.05%)
Electricity (0.05%)
Fuel Transport via Road (0.15%)
Fuel Transport via Air (40.98%)
Figure 5.2: Composition of GHG emission sources for HORCI’s communities [93].
(GDP) and will create numerous job opportunities in northern Ontario and Canada [97].
Consequently, it will have a considerable impact on GHG emissions reduction. Further-
more, participation of communities in renewable energy projects has been facilitated by
providing financial assistance and loan mechanisms and establishing regulatory acts and
agreements. Through Ontario’s Green Energy and Green Economy Act, price incentives,
reduced security payments and price adders are offered and loan guarantee and energy
partnership programs are developed to increase the engagement of the remote commu-
nities in RE projects [98]. Furthermore, there have been direct actions taken towards
reducing GHG emissions, including equipment upgrade, fuel switching and implementing
demand management programs [93]. As an example, deploying direct actions in HORCI’s
communities, have decreased the CO2 emission by 277 tonnes in 2011 [93].
In Canada, provinces of British Columbia in 2008 and Alberta in 2017 have developed
carbon tax mechanisms, while provinces of Quebec in 2014 and Ontario in 2017 have
chosen to implement cap-and-trade systems to participate in government’s plan on GHG
emission reduction. The carbon tax mechanism puts a price on each tonne of emitted
GHG to encourage reduction of fuel consumption, increase in fuel efficiency and adaption
of new technologies. The cap-and-trade program puts a limit on GHG emissions, while
adding the flexibility to the way the cap limit is being met. The other provinces and
the federal government of Canada are also planning to take or have started taking similar
approaches towards enforcing actions for reaching the federal government’s goal of GHG
emission reduction by 30% with respect to 2005 levels by 2030 [99].
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5.2.1 Case Study: KLFN Community
The total direct GHG emissions of KLFN community in 2011 has been around 3,200 tonnes
per year which is equal to 7.30% of the total CO2 emissions by HORCI’s communities [93].
Fuel transportation to KLFN, by road and air, also contributed to GHG emissions of almost
14 and 1,200 tonnes per year in 2011, respectively [93].
As part of emission reduction activities at KLFN, two engines were replaced in 2009
that has increased the generation efficiency by around 0.15 kWh per Liter and reduced the
CO2 emissions by almost 150 tonnes per year [93]. Renewable energy integration projects
at KLFN have also been taking place to investigate the feasibility of integration of RE
resources in order to reduce the fuel dependency and GHG emissions [19].
The RE integration projects involve determining the optimal RE and possibly ESS
unit sizes to meet certain objectives and requirements, as presented in subsection 3.2.2. In
the case of KLFN community, the optimal sizes of RE and ESS units, as determined in
subsection 3.3.2 and illustrated in Table 3.4, are obtained by the objective of maximizing
the total welfare to the community. As a consequence, the GHG emissions are reduced
compared to the base case with no RE included in the microgrid of the community.
Table 5.2 shows the impact of RE and ESS integration on carbon footprint reduction in
KLFN’s microgrid. The diesel consumption is estimated using the fuel consumption curves
for different generator sizes. Figure 5.3 shows the fuel consumption curves at different load
percentages for various generator sizes. It is worth noting that fuel consumption at idling
could be approximately up to 25 to 30% of the consumption at nominal rated power [100].
The results demonstrate that integration of RE resources can reduce the GHG emissions
by almost 3.5% for the case without ESS. If ESS is considered as a feasible option for
integration in KLFN network, GHG emissions can be reduced by more than 6%.
Increasing the penetration levels of RE resources beyond optimal values, to increase
the carbon footprint reduction, can impose higher costs and decrease the total welfare. In
order to investigate the impact of further decreasing the carbon footprint on optimal unit
sizes and associated costs, an additional constraint is added to the optimization problem to
enforce the minimum diesel generation reduction limit. The additional constraint, as given
by (5.4), limits the generated power by diesel generators at each year to a percentage of
the total load demand, specified by PDGred.. According to this constraint, the maximum
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Figure 5.3: Fuel consumption of a diesel generator based on the generator size and per-
centage of full load [101].
Table 5.2: Impact of RE and ESS integration on carbon footprint reduction in KLFN
No RE
Without ESS With ESS
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW - 50a 30a 100b 240b 125b 150b
Wind Turbine size kW - 60b 20b - - - -
ESS power size kW - - - - 145b 100b -
ESS Energy Size kWh - - - - 725b 495b -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 0 20.99 19.95 1.35 38.45 43.53 2.02
Diesel Power Generationc GWh/year 5.33 5.15 5.00
Diesel fuel Consumptionc M liters/year 1.423 1.375 1.338
Direct GHG Emissionc tonnes/year 4, 264+ 4, 120+ 4, 000+
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 5th year,c 6th year
+Direct GHG emission (diesel combustion) is assumed to be 0.0008 tonnes/kWh [50]
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diesel power generation in each year is restrained.
H∑
h=1





PDi,t,h ∀ t = 1, .., T (5.4)
The results of the optimization problem, including (5.4), for two values of PDGred. are
summarized in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Summary of the results of the planning optimization problem, considering
carbon footprint reduction constraint
PDGred. = 0.9 PDGred. = 0.8
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 235a 150c 500a 330c 130b 500a
Wind turbine size kW 120c 40b 80c 180c 40a 900a
ESS power size kW 155c 100c - 190c 100c -
ESS energy size kWh 725c 500c - 950c 500c -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REd
% 58.14 61.53 8.06 72.17 58.87 20.93
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 8.37 16.51
Solar M$ 1.66 0.99 3.54 2.23 0.90 3.45
Wind M$ 1.26 0.46 0.86 1.83 0.46 8.51
ESS M$ 0.56 0.39 - 0.74 0.39 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 2.132 0.993 3.079 2.344 1.038 8.42
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 2.145 0.987 3.167 2.483 1.113 9.890
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ -0.013 0.006 -0.088 -0.139 -0.075 -1.465
Total Welfare M$ -0.095 -1.679
Diesel Power Generationd GWh/year 4.57 3.89
Diesel Consumptiond M liters/year 1.22 1.04
Direct GHG Emissiond tonnes/year 3, 656 3, 112
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 2nd year,c 5th year,d 6th year
The results confirm that in order to increase the penetration level of RE to reduce the
GHG emissions, the project costs increase significantly. Furthermore, the income obtained
by the project is not enough to cover all the costs, thus resulting in negative welfare.
Decreasing the maximum diesel power generation from 90% of the total demand to 80%,
increases the project capital cost by almost 100%. However, the diesel consumption reduces
by almost 15% and the GHG emissions decrease accordingly.
Reaching lower diesel consumption with current conditions, further increases the costs
and decreases the total welfare; thus, at the current rates and prices achieving higher RE
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penetration levels is not economically feasible. In order for high RE penetration levels to
become feasible, extra incentives and funding resources must be allocated. Decreasing the
capital cost of RE equipment which is likely to happen in the coming years can also help
to increase the share of RE in electric power generation portfolio of remote communities.
Also, implementing carbon tax pricing schemes or cap-and-trade programs can promote
the integration of RE resources by increasing the savings obtained by incorporation of RE.
5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The mathematical model of the planning optimization problem, presented in subsection 3.2.2,
employs various parameters, such as cost values, discount rates and incentives, which in-
fluence the results of the optimal planning problem. Each one of these parameters can
be dependent on multiple variables and their value can change over time, as a result of
technological advances or under certain regulatory acts and programs. Hence, evaluating
the effect of variation of some of these parameters on the results of the optimal planning
model is invaluable and can provide an insight into economic and technical outlook of RE
integration projects. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis is performed in order to determine
how the planning model parameters impact the objective and the variables of the opti-
mization model. The following is a discussion on the results of the sensitivity analysis
performed on the planning optimization model of the KLFN community:
• Alternative Funding: In many RE projects, the project capital costs is funded through
contribution of several stakeholders. In the planning model presented in 2.3, these
contributions are denoted by parameters bcep and befp which represent the percentages
of capital contribution of the community and available external government funding
with respect to the total project cost, respectively. In this thesis, the base case study
for KLFN, considers 10% and 50% (70% for ESS) contributions from the community
and government funding, respectively, as presented in 3.3.2. However, considering
various funding alternatives can lead to different outcomes in terms of project objec-
tives and optimal structure of the microgrid. Thus, multiple cases are considered to
investigate the alternative options to fund RE projects in KLFN. A summary of the
results are presented in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5.
Table 5.4 considers different government funding contributions higher than the base
case presented in 3.3.2. The results confirm that higher RE generation and higher
welfare are achievable at the presence of higher funding resources. Consequently, the
diesel power generation is decreased as the RE generation increases. However, the
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Table 5.4: Summary of the results for alternative government funding options
befp = 60%, bcep = 10% befp = 70%, bcep = 10%
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 195c 125c 155a 250c 105c 500c
Wind turbine size kW 100c 40c - 120b 80c 500c
ESS power size kW 125c 100c - 265c 125c 300c
ESS energy size kWh 625c 500c - 1325c 625c 1500c
Percentage of load demand
provided by REd
% 50.75 58.02 2.09 61.66 66.16 14.83
Total load demand
not provided by REd
GWh/year 0.183 0.072 4.687 0.142 0.058 4.077
Diesel Power Generationd GWh/year 4.92 4.24
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 4.41 11.24
Solar M$ 1.298 0.832 1.099 1.665 0.699 3.330
Wind M$ 1.065 0.439 - 1.285 0.861 4.440
ESS M$ 0.488 0.389 - 1.036 0.488 1.165
Total income (discounted value) M$ 1.060 0.855 0.839 2.030 0.978 4.237
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 1.306 0.741 0.709 1.526 0.767 3.642
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.294 0.141 0.129 0.503 0.210 0.595
Total Welfare M$ 0.537 1.309
Community’s contribution M$ 0.306 0.681
Government funding M$ 1.840 4.769
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 4th year,c 5th year,d 6th year
total capital costs and the contributions of the community and the government to
the project capital costs at the start of the project must increase significantly.
In different cases, the contribution of the community to the project capital cost at
the start of the project is decreased and increased compared to the base case. The
results, summarized in Table 5.5, indicate the negative and positive impact of lower
and higher community contribution on the welfare and RE generation levels compared
to the base case.
The external government funding can play an important role in development of RE
projects. Although, higher contribution at the start of the project entails greater
amount of available funding resources, the savings obtained as a result of replacing
fuel-based generation with RE-based generation during project lifetime, which is
subsidized by government for certain customers, can compensate for the costs at the
beginning of the project.
• Power Purchase Agreement: A Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) contract, which
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Table 5.5: Summary of the results for alternative community contribution
befp = 50%, bcep = 0% befp = 50%, bcep = 20%
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 240c 100c 115b 250c 125c 155c
Wind turbine size kW - - - - - -
ESS power size kW 140c 50c - 160c 100c -
ESS energy size kWh 700c 250c - 800c 490c -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 33.86 38.25 1.55 40.09 43.47 2.08
Total load demand
not provided by REd
GWh/year 0.229 0.113 4.713 0.222 0.097 4.687
Diesel Power Generationd GWh/year 5.04 4.99
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 2.87 3.39
Solar M$ 1.598 0.666 0.778 1.665 0.832 1.032
Wind M$ - - - - - -
ESS M$ 0.547 0.204 - 0.625 0.386 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 1.204 0.493 0.483 1.260 0.629 0.595
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 1.021 0.418 0.461 1.075 0.558 0.557
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.182 0.075 0.022 0.185 0.071 0.038
Total Welfare M$ 0.279 0.294
Community’s contribution M$ 0 0.415
Government funding M$ 0.967 1.122
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 4th year,c 5th year,d 6th year
is legally binding and supports the independent generation and selling of power by
independent power producers [102], can be arranged to reward the generation and
selling of the RE power by the community. This can promote the community own-
ership of RE power generation facilities; however, determining the export rate that
benefits all the parties involved can be complicated [19]. Usually, the utilities define
the PPA rate based on the avoided cost of diesel (i.e., the cost of buying and trans-
porting fuel and generating electricity using fuel in the remote communities), and in
Canada, most PPA rates are around 0.30 $/kWh [102].
Three cases are considered in this study to evaluate the impact of implementing
a PPA contract on optimal planning problem objective and variables. The results
that are summarized in Table 5.6, indicate slight increase in the total community
welfare as the PPA rate increases. Furthermore, the major benefit is obtained by the
unsubsidized customers which have the capability to generate more than their load
demand and export to the microgrid; the subsidized customer’s RE generation level
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is barely enough to provide their own demand; thus, they do not get any benefits
from exporting power to the microgrid.
Table 5.6: Comparison of the results for various available PPA rates
EXPi = 0.1 $/kWh EXPi = 0.2 $/kWh EXPi = 0.3 $/kWh
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 240b 100b 115b 250b 100b 100b 255b 145b 100a
Wind Turbine size kW 20b - - - 20b - 40b - -
ESS power size kW 145b 50b - 145b 50b - 135b 105b -
ESS Energy Size kWh 725b 250b - 725b 250b - 675b 520b -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 42.39 33.86 1.55 39.53 42.22 1.35 47.16 48.04 1.34
Exported Powerc (Pexi) MWh/year 8.087 4.660 0 9.313 5.938 0 15.50 7.44 0
Diesel Power Generationc GWh/year 5.02 5.03 5.03
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 1.598 0.666 0.766 1.665 0.666 0.666 1.698 0.965 0.677
Wind M$ 0.222 - - - 0.222 - 0.439 - -
ESS M$ 0.567 0.205 - 0.567 0.204 - 0.528 0.406 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 1.337 0.496 0.442 1.256 0.622 0.384 1.520 0.717 0.420
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 1.150 0.417 0.414 1.061 0.543 0.360 1.317 0.637 0.399
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.187 0.078 0.027 0.195 0.079 0.024 0.203 0.080 0.021
Total Welfare M$ 0.293 0.299 0.305
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a4th year,b 5th year,c 6th year
• Discount Rate: Several scenarios with different discount rates are considered. The
base case considers the discount rate of 6% for the project. Two different cases with
4%, the value used by the Ontario Power Authority (OPA) [19], and 8%, reflect-
ing higher risk of future cash-flow, are considered and the results are presented in
Table 5.7.
The higher discount rate is associated with lower welfare as the total welfare has
inverse relationship with the discount rate. The lower discount rate offers higher
total RE generation levels, but the difference is minor.
• Reduced equipment cost: The capital cost of the equipment for installation in re-
mote communities is relatively high compared to those for non-remote locations, as
discussed in subsection 3.3.1. Thus, the cost of equipment installation plays an im-
portant role in RE integration projects. The cost of different wind, solar and ESS
technologies has been on a declining path in many markets worldwide [103–105], due
to many reasons, including more competitive supply chains, increased scale and tech-
nology improvements [104]. The rate of decrease in costs can reach up to 20% per
year depending on location, technology and the scale of the project. However, for
remote community applications, considering the relatively small scale and location
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Table 5.7: Comparison of the results for different customer discount rates
rdi = 4% rdi = 6% rdi = 8%
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 250b 125b 155b 240b 125b 150b 220b 130b 155b
Wind Turbine size kW - - - - - - - - -
ESS power size kW 160b 100b - 145b 100b - 135b 100b -
ESS Energy Size kWh 800b 490b - 725b 495b - 675b 500b -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 40.09 43.47 2.08 38.45 43.53 2.02 35.80 44.75 2.09
Diesel Power Generatione GWh/year 4.9971 5.0063 5.0121
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 1.665 0.932 1.032 1.598 0.832 0.999 1.465 0.865 1.032
Wind M$ - - - - - - - - -
ESS M$ 0.625 0.386 - 0.567 0.388 - 0.527 0.390 -
Total Welfare M$ 0.396 0.289 0.212
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 5th year,c 6th year
Table 5.8: Comparison of the results for reduced equipment costs
5% cost reduction 10% cost reduction 20% cost reduction
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 245d 125d 150d 255d 130d 165c 270d 130d 150a
Wind Turbine size kW 40d 20d - 40d - - 60d 20b -
ESS power size kW 160d 100d - 185d 100d - 190d 100d -
ESS Energy Size kWh 800d 495d - 925d 500d - 950d 500d -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REe
% 47.24 51.45 2.02 48.93 44.75 2.22 53.74 52.56 2.02
Diesel Power Generatione GWh/year 4.9565 4.9535 4.9225
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 1.55 0.79 0.949 1.528 0.779 1.005 1.438 0.692 0.851
Wind M$ 0.417 0.211 - 0.395 - - 0.522 0.183 -
ESS M$ 0.594 0.366 - 0.651 0.352 - 0.594 0.312 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 1.486 0.749 0.576 1.541 0.650 0.693 1.541 0.650 0.643
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 1.261 0.660 0.521 1.273 0.536 0.611 1.273 0.536 0.611
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.224 0.089 0.054 0.268 0.113 0.081 0.268 0.113 0.081
Total Welfare M$ 0.368 0.463 0.669
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 3rd year,c 4th year,d 5th year,e 6th year
remoteness, which affect the cost components, the cost of installation of RE and ESS
equipment can decrease by a much smaller percentage. Nevertheless, in this study
several cases are assumed to study the impact of reduced equipment capital costs on
the objective and variables of the optimal planning problem. Table 5.8, summarizes
the results of the planning optimization problem for different cases of 5%, 10% and
20% cost reduction in RE and ESS equipment capital costs at KLFN.
The results indicate the decreasing cost of equipment increases the social welfare
remarkably, while the RE and ESS sizes slightly increase with reduced cost. The
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Table 5.9: Comparison of the results for reduced cost of individual equipment
5% cost reduction in
solar installation cost
5% cost reduction in
wind installation cost
5% cost reduction in
ESS installation cost
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 250c 135c 145b 220c 100c 115c 220c 130c 155c
Wind Turbine size kW 20c - - 40c - - - - -
ESS power size kW 165c 100c - 130c 50c - 135c 100c -
ESS Energy Size kWh 825c 500c - 650c 250c - 675c 500c -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REd
% 44.18 45.90 1.95 43.51 33.86 1.55 35.80 44.76 2.09
Diesel Power Generationd GWh/year 4.98 5.02 5.01
Capital Cost
Solar M$ 1.581 0.854 0.932 1.465 0.666 0.766 1.465 0.866 1.032
Wind M$ 0.222 - - 0.417 - - - - -
ESS M$ 0.645 0.391 - 0.508 0.205 - 0.501 0.371 -
Total Welfare M$ 0.352 0.293 0.299
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 4th year,c 5th year,d 6th year
main reason for slight increase in sizing lies behind the fact that considering the
low capacity factors of RE generation, the savings obtained by higher RE generation
can not still justify the costs. Hence, the sizing remain almost the same while the
objective of the optimization increases for reduced costs.
In three different cases, the capital costs of wind, solar and ESS at KLFN are de-
creased individually by 5% each to evaluate the impact of capital cost of each one
of these components on the results of planning optimization problem. The results,
summarized in Table 5.9, suggest that cost reduction of solar equipment has slightly
higher impact on RE generation levels compared to wind and ESS units. The im-
provement in social welfare, with respect to the base case, is also higher for the case
where solar equipment cost is reduced. The cases with cost reduction for wind and
ESS equipment have very similar results in terms of RE generation levels and social
welfare; however, the subsidized customers benefit most from ESS cost reduction, in
terms of percentage of load fed from RE.
• Increased amount of RE resources: Two cases are studied to address the impact of
availability of wind and solar resources on the social welfare of the KLFN community.
The results for cases with 5% increase in available solar and wind power, summarized
in Table 5.10, indicate a remarkable improvement in social welfare for the case with
higher available solar power. However, the increase in wind power has a minor impact
on the improvement of total welfare. The results are expected due to lower capital
cost of solar installations and higher compatibility of solar generation profile with
the load profile of the community.
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Table 5.10: Summary of the results for the increased amount of available RE resources
5% increase in solar resources 5% increase in wind resources
Unit Store WTP SbC Store WTP SbC
Solar PV size kW 250c 120c 145b 225c 100c 120c
Wind turbine size kW - - - 40c 20c -
ESS power size kW 195c 100c - 140c 50c -
ESS energy size kWh 850c 500c - 700c 250c -
Percentage of load demand
provided by REc
% 41.79 43.76 2.05 44.78 42.62 1.61
Diesel Power Generationd GWh/year 4.99 5.00
Capital Cost (discounted value) M$ 3.40 3.27
Solar M$ 1.665 0.799 0.981 1.498 0.666 0.799
Wind M$ - - - 0.439 0.222 -
ESS M$ 0.664 0.388 - 0.547 0.205 -
Total income (discounted value) M$ 1.316 0.634 0.639 1.406 0.621 0.461
Total cost (discounted value) M$ 1.088 0.542 0.579 1.214 0.543 0.432
Welfare over 20-year horizon M$ 0.227 0.092 0.061 0.192 0.078 0.028
Total Welfare M$ 0.380 0.299
WTP: Water Treatment Plant, SbC: Subsidized Customer, a1st year,b 4th year,c 5th year,d 6th year
5.4 Summary
This Chapter presented the inclusion of demand response in the microgrid planning prob-
lem. The impact of 15% and 30% flexibility in the daily load on the results of the planning
optimization problem was investigated. It was shown that implementing demand response
strategies can enhance the community welfare and replace a fraction of the ESS size by
acting as virtual storage. Carbon footprint reduction as one of the drivers for integration
of RE resources was addressed and the impacts of RE and ESS integration on reduction
of fuel consumption and GHG emissions were studied. In order to evaluate the effect
of variation of planning model parameters, such as equipment costs and discount rate, a
sensitivity analysis was performed and the results were discussed.
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Chapter 6
Summary, Contributions and Future
Work
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
Chapter 1 discussed the motivation and relevance of the thesis, followed by a review on
the existing work in the literature on the optimal planning of isolated microgrids. The
objectives of the research were introduced and the organization of the thesis was explained
in this Chapter.
Chapter 2 presented a background review of different topics relevant to the microgrid
planning. A general overview of microgrids, distributed energy resources, microgrid loads,
demand management and control of microgrids was presented in this Chapter. Frequency
and voltage regulation in isolated microgrids and the control mechanism in synchronous
machines and inverter-based generation units were discussed briefly. Frequency regulation
and load following as two critical services performed in the microgrids were introduced.
A three-phase power flow model was presented and used to determine the status of the
voltages in an isolated microgrid comprising of inverter-based and conventional generation
units. Optimal reactive power planning as a common practice to determine the required re-
active support was explained. An introduction to Canadian remote community microgrids
and electricity generation scheme in northern Ontario remote communities was presented.
Planning of RE-based remote community microgrids as well as a mathematical planning
model were explained. Finally, GAMS platform and some of its solvers were introduced as
an optimization problem solving tool.
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Chapter 3 presented the proposed optimal planning platform for integration of RE and
ESS in microgrids of remote communities. The multi-stage multiple-year planning plat-
form subdivides the planning problem into various stages including: project identification,
planning optimization, optimal structure evaluation and decision making. Various aspects
of planning an isolated microgrid for remote communities, including available resources,
objectives and challenges, economic parameters and the characteristics of existing power
system, are identified in the project identification stage. In the planning optimization stage,
the mathematical model of the planning problem is derived and solved. The optimal unit
sizes determined in the optimization stage are used to evaluate the impact of integration
of RE and ESS on the frequency and voltage regulation of the microgrid. According to the
simulated frequency and voltage profiles and considering the desired regulation limits of
the microgrid, a decision to revise the structure of the microgrid is made in the final stage.
The planning optimization model is solved again with the additional constraints to include
the operation regulation limits. A case study on Kasabonika Lake First Nation (KLFN)
community was developed to demonstrate the performance of the multi-stage, multiple-
year planning platform. The frequency and voltage profile of the system after integration
of RE resources were simulated. The results showed that the voltage regulation in KLFN
community was not considerably impacted by integration of RE, whereas the frequency
profile was affected and needed to be considered for further evaluation. The structure of
the microgrid was revised according to the desired frequency regulation constraint and
the new optimal structure was determined. The proposed optimal planning platform is
general and can be used in planning of isolated microgrids with different applications and
in various locations.
Chapter 4 discussed the criteria for selection of an energy storage system for isolated
microgrids of remote communities. Different ESS types and their main features were
reviewed and compared. The proper selection of type and size of the ESS for integration in
KLFN community was discussed and explained, and sizing of an ESS considering various
roles it can play in the microgrid was presented. Finally, the feasibility of integration of
hybrid ESS was considered and discussed.
Chapter 5 studied the several subjects associated with microgrid planning projects.
The impact of demand response management on the planning and sizing of an isolated
microgrid was evaluated. The flexible demand concept was used to study the impact
of demand flexibility on the optimal sizing of a microgrid. The case study of KLFN
microgrid confirmed the positive impact of implementing DRM schemes on the welfare of
the community. It was also shown that DRM could perform as a virtual storage system
and replace part of the required capacity for ESS. The impact of RE and ESS integration in
microgrid of remote communities on carbon footprint reduction was assessed. The optimal
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microgrid sizing was obtained by enforcing a constraint to limit the maximum diesel power
generation. The results indicated that limiting the GHG emissions would entail higher
costs and reduced welfare while reducing the fuel consumption and GHG emissions. At
the end of Chapter 5, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to address the impact of varying
optimization model parameters on the objective and variables of the planning optimization
problem.
6.2 Main Contributions
The main contributions of this research are:
• Developing a multi-stage, multiple-year optimal planning platform for planning re-
mote community microgrids, considering frequency and voltage regulation constraints
in the planning problem. The proposed platform intends to determine the optimal
component sizes of the isolated microgrid while taking into account the impact of
integration of RE and ESS on the operation and regulation of the frequency and
voltage.
• Evaluating the possibility of integration of various ESS types and assessment of the
main concerns related to the selection of the type and size of an ESS for isolated
microgrids of remote communities.
• Investigating various issues relevant to planning of remote community microgrids,
such as implementing demand response management strategies and carbon footprint
reduction as a result of RE and ESS integration in remote communities.
• Creating various case studies based on real on-site measured data for KLFN commu-
nity microgrid. The case studies can be used as a guideline to provide the remote
communities with relevant studies on various aspects of planning RE-based micro-
grids and feasibility and viability of RE integration projects considering some of the
existing challenges.
6.3 Future Work
The optimal planning platform can be extended to include the following work:
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• Investigating the impact of ESS capacity degradation and cycle life reduction on
planning of a microgrid and sizing of the units.
• Considering the impact of diesel generator size, efficiency and optimal operation in
the planning of an isolated microgrid.
• Including thermal loads and heat management in the remote communities alongside
electrical loads.
• Including the unbalanced load conditions and its impact on the optimal sizing.
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